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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention provides a communication network 
comprising a host network, a plurality of base stations, at least 
a mobile host capable of establishing links to the base sta 
tions, and a hierarchy-network of plural routers which are 
improved in transferring performances for ensuring continu 
ous operations with a reduced load without packet loss. 
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FIG. 3 prior art 
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FIG. 4 prior art 
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FIG. 5 prior art 
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FIG. 6 prior art 
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FIG. 14 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR 
CONTROLLING COMMUNICATION 

NETWORKAND ROUTER USED IN THE 
NETWORK 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a division of application Ser. No. 
11/783,475 filed on Apr. 10, 2007, which is a division of 
application Ser. No. 10/056,005 filed on Jan. 28, 2002, which 
claims foreign priority to Japanese application Nos. 2001 
018589, 2001-027048 and 2001-020198 filed on Jan. 26, 
2001, Feb. 2, 2001 and Jan. 29, 2001, respectively. The entire 
content of each of these applications is hereby expressly 
incorporated by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 1. Field of the Invention 
0003. The present invention relates to a method and a 
system for controlling a communication network and routers 
used in the network, and more particularly to a system and 
method for controlling call to mobile host through a mobile 
communication hierarchical network as well as another sys 
tem and method for controlling a mobile communication 
hierarchical network. 

0004 2. Description of the Related Art 
0005 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrative of a conven 
tional mobile communication network. This mobile commu 
nication network is generally used for a management system 
for managing positions of mobile telephones or automatic 
cars. This mobile communication network utilizes transmis 
sion control protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP) for realizing 
a packet communication. 
0006. As shown in FIG. 1, the mobile communication 
network includes a host network 1, plural routers Rn (n=1-7), 
base stations BS1-BS8, and a mobile host MH. The host 
network 1 may comprise a wide area network Such as internet. 
The routers Rn provide multi-point connections between the 
host network 1 and the base stations BS1-BS8. The routers 
Rn form a hierarchical network structure between the host 
network 1 and the base stations BS1-BS8. The router R1 is 
highest level router. The routers R2 and R3 are middle level 
routers which are connected to the router R1 and dominated 
by the router R1. The routers R4, R5, R6 and R7 are lowest 
level routers, wherein the routers R4 and R5 are connected to 
the router R2 and dominated by the router R2, whilst the 
routers R6 and R7 are connected to the router R3 and domi 
nated by the router R3. The base stations BS1 and BS2 are 
connected to the router R4 and dominated by the router R4. 
The base stations BS3 and BS4 are connected to the router R5 
and dominated by the router R5. The base stations BS5 and 
BS6 are connected to the router R6 and dominated by the 
router R6. The base stations BS7 and BS8 are connected to the 
router R7 and dominated by the router R7. 
0007. The mobile host MH is connected through radio 
communication to any one of the base stations BS1-BS8 to 
establish a link to the base station for communication through 
the host network 1 to other subscriber. 

0008. In accordance with this mobile communication net 
work, the mobile host MH is managed in the current position 
thereof in activated state, or the mobile host MH is managed 
in paging area in inactivated State. 
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0009. The routers R2 and R3 manage the respective pag 
ing areas. In FIG. 1, the mobile host MH is positioned in an 
area covered by the base stations BS1, BS2, BS3 and BS4, for 
which reason the mobile host MH is recorded in the paging 
area dominated by the router R2. If the mobile host MH 
moves from the first paging area dominated by the base sta 
tions BS1, BS2, BS3 and BS4 which are further dominated by 
the router R2 into a second paging area dominated by the base 
stations BS5, BS6, BS7 and BS8which are further dominated 
by the router R3, then the router R3 registers the mobile host 
MH in the second paging area in accordance with a position 
recording message from the mobile host MH. 
0010. As shown in FIG. 1, it is assumed that the mobile 
host MH is recorded in the first paging area managed by the 
router R2. If a packet addressed to the mobile host MH for 
general calling is transmitted from a caller through the host 
network 1 to the router R1, then the router R1 selectively 
transfers the packet for the mobile host MH to the router R2 
in the first step (1). The router R2 transfers the packet to all of 
the sub-ordinate routers R4 and R5 which are managed or 
dominated by the router R2 in the second step (2). The routers 
R4 and R5 further transfer the packet to all of the base stations 
BS1, BS2, BS3 and BS4 which are managed by the routers R4 
and R5 in the third step (3). 
(0011. The base stations BS1, BS2, BS3 and BS4 perform 
general calling to the mobile host MH, whereby any connect 
able one of the base stations BS1, BS2, BS3 and BS4 estab 
lishes a link to the mobile host MH in the fourth step (4). In 
FIG.1, the base station BS3 established the link to the mobile 
host MH. The mobile host MH transmits a position recording 
message to the base station BS3 in the fifth step (5). The base 
station BS3 transfers the position recording message to the 
router R5 in the sixth step (6). The router R5 further transfers 
the position recording message to the router R2 as well as 
updates routing information to the mobile host MH in the 
seventh step (7). The router R2 updates routing information to 
the mobile host MH. As a result, the communication route of 
the router R1, the router R2, the router R5 and the base station 
BS3 is established. The routing information is an information 
which indicates a route up to a packet-destination. The rout 
ing information is recorded on a routing table of the router. 
0012 FIG. 2 is a sequence diagram illustrative of sequen 

tial operations of the above described conventional mobile 
communication hierarchical network shown in FIG. 1. As 
shown in FIG. 2, if the packets are discontinuously transmit 
ted from the host network 1, then the routers R1, R2, R4 and 
R5 transfer the received packets to the subordinate routers or 
the managing base stations BS every time when the packets 
are transmitted from the host network 1 until any link is 
established between the base station and the mobile host MH. 

0013. As described above, in accordance with the conven 
tional mobile communication hierarchical network, if the 
packet addressed to the mobile host MH in the stand-by state 
is transmitted from the caller through the host mobile MH, 
then the router managing the paging area, on which the stand 
by state mobile host MH is recorded, performs the general 
calling the Sub-ordinate network managed by this router for 
calling the host mobile MH, wherein the packet addressed to 
the mobile host MH is transferred to all of the base stations 
managed by this router. 
0014. It is, however, general that the caller transmits the 
packets through the host network 1 without consideration of 
loads to the hierarchical network, whereby the packet for 
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general calling to the mobile host MH causes the increase in 
the load to the hierarchical network. 
0015 FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrative of another 
conventional mobile communication network. This mobile 
communication network is generally used for a management 
system for managing positions of mobile telephones or auto 
matic cars. This mobile communication network utilizes 
transmission control protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP) for 
realizing a packet communication. 
0016. As shown in FIG. 3, the mobile communication 
network includes a host network 1, plural routers Rn (n=1-7), 
base stations BS1-BS8, and a mobile host MH. The host 
network 1 may comprise a wide area network Such as internet. 
The routers Rn provide multi-point connections between the 
host network 1 and the base stations BS1-BS8. The routers 
Rn form a hierarchical network structure between the host 
network 1 and the base stations BS1-BS8. The router R1 is 
highest level router. The routers R2 and R3 are middle level 
routers which are connected to the router R1 and dominated 
by the router R1. The routers R4, R5, R6 and R7 are lowest 
level routers, wherein the routers R4 and R5 are connected to 
the router R2 and dominated by the router R2, whilst the 
routers R6 and R7 are connected to the router R3 and domi 
nated by the router R3. The base stations BS1 and BS2 are 
connected to the router R4 and dominated by the router R4. 
The base stations BS3 and BS4 are connected to the router R5 
and dominated by the router R5. The base stations BS5 and 
BS6 are connected to the router R6 and dominated by the 
router R6. The base stations BS7 and BS8 are connected to the 
router R7 and dominated by the router R7. 
0017. The mobile host MH is connected through radio 
communication to any one of the base stations BS1-BS8 to 
establish a link to the base station for communication through 
the host network 1 to other subscriber. 
0018. The mobile host MH transmits a position recording 
message to the base station BS2 in the first step (1). The 
routers Rin update the respective routing informations based 
on the position recording message from the mobile host MH 
and also transfer the position recording message to the upper 
level routers in the second, third and fourth steps (2), (3) and 
(4). The routing information is an information which indi 
cates a route up to a packet-destination. The routing informa 
tion is recorded on a routing table of the router. 
0019. When the position recording message reaches the 
top level router R1, a communication route between the host 
network 1 and the mobile host MH is established. In FIG. 3, 
the communication route as established includes the mobile 
host MH, the base station BS2, the router R4, the router R2 
and the router R1. FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrative of 
communication processes of the conventional mobile com 
munication network of FIG.3. As shown in FIG.4, the packet 
addressed to the mobile host MH is transferred from the host 
network 1 through the router R1, the router R2, the router R4 
and the base station BS2 to the mobile host MH sequentially. 
0020. If, accidentally, at least one router on the established 
communication route between the host network 1 and the 
mobile host MH becomes failure, then the communication 
route becomes disconnect. This conventional communication 
network has no further available route between the base sta 
tion BS2 and the host network 1. For this reason, it is neces 
sary to reset the failure router and re-establish the communi 
cation network between the host network 1 and the mobile 
host MH before the communication route between the mobile 
host MH and the host network 1 is established by re-updating 
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process by the routers Rn for re-updating the routing infor 
mation based on the position record message from the mobile 
host MH. If at least any one of the router on the established 
communication route becomes once trouble and the commu 
nication route becomes lost, then no communication can be 
made between the mobile host MH and the host network 1 
until the communication route between the mobile host MH 
and the host network 1 is re-established by re-updating pro 
cess by the routers Rn for re-updating the routing information 
based on the position record message from the mobile host 
MH. 

(0021. In FIGS. 3 and 4, only the single mobile host MH is 
shown, even actually a plurality of the mobile host MH are 
generally the Subject to the communication through the above 
network. The plural mobile hosts MH transmit respective 
plural position recording messages which are transferred 
through the hierarchy-networked routers Rn to the host net 
work 1 for re-establishment of the communication route. The 
upper level router is likely to receive many position recording 
messages from the plural mobile hosts MH. This means that 
the transmissions of the many position recording messages 
from the many mobile hosts MH increases the load to the 
upper level router. 
0022. As described above, if at least any one of the router 
on the established communication route becomes once 
trouble and the communication route becomes lost, then no 
communication can be made between the mobile host MH 
and the host network 1 until the communication route 
between the mobile host MH and the host network 1 is re 
established by re-updating process by the routers Rn for re 
updating the routing information based on the position record 
message from the mobile host MH. 
(0023. Further, the plural mobile hosts MH transmit 
respective plural position recording messages which are 
transferred through the hierarchy-networked routers Rinto the 
host network 1 for re-establishment of the communication 
route. The upper level router is likely to receive many position 
recording messages from the plural mobile hosts MH. This 
means that the transmissions of the many position recording 
messages from the many mobile hosts MH increases the load 
to the upper level router. 
0024 FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrative of still another 
conventional mobile communication network. This mobile 
communication network is generally used for a management 
system for managing positions of mobile telephones or auto 
matic cars. This mobile communication network utilizes 
transmission control protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP) for 
realizing a packet communication. 
0025. As shown in FIG. 5, the mobile communication 
network includes a host network 1, plural routers Rin (n=1-7), 
base stations BS1-BS8, and a mobile host MH. The host 
network 1 may comprise a wide area network Such as internet. 
The routers Rn provide multi-point connections between the 
host network 1 and the base stations BS1-BS8. The routers 
Rn form a hierarchical network structure between the host 
network 1 and the base stations BS1-BS8. The router R1 is 
highest level router. The routers R2 and R3 are middle level 
routers which are connected to the router R1 and dominated 
by the router R1. The routers R4, R5, R6 and R7 are lowest 
level routers, wherein the routers R4 and R5 are connected to 
the router R2 and dominated by the router R2, whilst the 
routers R6 and R7 are connected to the router R3 and domi 
nated by the router R3. The base stations BS1 and BS2 are 
connected to the router R4 and dominated by the router R4. 
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The base stations BS3 and BS4 are connected to the router R5 
and dominated by the router R5. The base stations BS5 and 
BS6 are connected to the router R6 and dominated by the 
router R6. The base stations BS7 and BS8 are connected to the 
router R7 and dominated by the router R7. 
0026. The mobile host MH is connected through radio 
communication to any one of the base stations BS1-BS8 to 
establish a link to the base station for communication through 
the host network 1 to other subscriber. 
0027. The mobile host MH transmits a position recording 
message to the base station BS linked to this mobile host MH 
in a first step (1). The position recording message is trans 
ferred from the linked base station through the routers from 
the lowest level to the highest level, thereby establishing the 
communication route between the host network 1 and the 
linked base station BS. The routing information is an infor 
mation which indicates a route up to a packet-destination. The 
routing information is recorded on a routing table of the 
rOuter. 

0028. For example, as shown in FIG. 5, a communication 
route has been established which includes the router R1, the 
router R2, the router R4, and the base station BS2 linked to the 
mobile host MH. The packet addressed to the mobile host 1 is 
transmitted from the host network 1 to the router R1. The 
router R1 transfers the received packet to the router R2 based 
on the routing information held itself in the first step (1"). The 
router R2 transfers the received packet to the router R4 based 
on the routing information held itself in the second step (2). 
The router R4 transfers the received packet to the base station 
BS2 based on the routing information held itself in the third 
step (3'). The base station BS2 transmits the received packet 
to the mobile host MH. Namely, the packet is transferred from 
the host network 1 through the router R1, the router R2, the 
router R4 and the base station BS2 to the mobile host MH. 
0029 FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrative of operation of 
the conventional mobile communication network of FIG. 5. 
The mobile host MH moves from a radio area covered by the 
base station BS2 to another radio area covered by the base 
station BS3. Adjacent two radio areas covered by the adjacent 
two base stations are generally bounded by an overlap bound 
ary area, even this overlap boundary area is not illustrated in 
FIG. 6. The mobile host MH establishes a link to the base 
station providing a highest radio intensity that is sensed by the 
mobile host MH. 

0030. When the mobile host MH moves from the area 
covered by the base station BS2 to the other area covered by 
the base station BS3, then the mobile host MH has lost the link 
to the base station BS2 and establishes a link to the base 
station BS3. The mobile host MH further transmits a new 
position recording message to the base station BS3. The base 
station BS3 transfers the received new position recording 
message to the router R5.The router R5 further transfers the 
received new position recording message to the router R2. 
The router R2 further transfers the received new position 
recording message to the router R1. As a result, a new com 
munication route is established which includes the host net 
work 1, the router R1, the router R2, the router R5 and the 
base Station BS3 to the mobile host MH. 

0031. If the mobile host MH moves from the radio area 
covered by the base station BS2 to the other radio area cov 
ered by the base station BS3 during the transfer of the packet 
through the hierarchical-structure of the routers Rn, then the 
packet is transferred through the old communication route 
including the router R4 and the base station BS2, because a 
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newly communication route including the router R5 and the 
base station BS3 could not be established. Since the mobile 
host MH has lost the old link to the base station BS2 and has 
already established a new link to the base station BS3, then 
the mobile host MH could not receive the packet from by the 
base station BS2. 
0032. Accordingly, in accordance with the conventional 
mobile communication network, if the base station having the 
current link to the mobile host MH is changed to the other 
base station establishing a new link to the mobile host MH, 
during the transfer of the packet through the mobile commu 
nication network, then the mobile host MH could not receive 
the packet. Namely, a problem with the packet loss is raised. 
It is desirable to reduce the probability of rising the problem 
with the packet loss. 
0033. In the above circumstances, the development of 
novel method and system for controlling the mobile commu 
nication hierarchical network free from the above problems is 
desirable. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0034. Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 
to provide a novel method for controlling the mobile commu 
nication hierarchical network free from the above problems. 
0035. It is a further object of the present invention to 
provide a novel method for controlling the mobile communi 
cation hierarchical network which reducing a load to the 
network. 
0036. It is a still further object of the present invention to 
provide a novel method for controlling the mobile communi 
cation hierarchical network which reducing a load to the 
network in general calling. 
0037. It is yet a further object of the present invention to 
provide a novel system for controlling the mobile communi 
cation hierarchical network free from the above problems. 
0038. It is a further more object of the present invention to 
provide a novel system for controlling the mobile communi 
cation hierarchical network which reducing a load to the 
network. 
0039. It is still more object of the present invention to 
provide a novel system for controlling the mobile communi 
cation hierarchical network which reducing a load to the 
network in general calling. 
0040. It is more over object of the present invention to 
provide a novel method for controlling the mobile communi 
cation hierarchical network which allows continuation in 
communication between the mobile host and the host net 
work even if at least one router or line has become trouble and 
the established communication route has lost. 
0041. It is another object of the present invention to pro 
vide a novel method for controlling the mobile communica 
tion hierarchical network which temporary generates a by 
pass route to the communication route for allowing 
continuation in communication between the mobile host and 
the host network after at least one router or line has become 
trouble and the established communication route has lost and 
until the communication route is re-established. 
0042. It is still another object of the present invention to 
provide a novel system for controlling the mobile communi 
cation hierarchical network which allows continuation in 
communication between the mobile host and the host net 
work even if at least one router or line has become trouble and 
the established communication route has lost. 
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0043. It is yet another object of the present invention to 
provide a novel system for controlling the mobile communi 
cation hierarchical network which temporary generates a by 
pass route to the communication route for allowing continu 
ation in communication between the mobile host and the host 
network after at least one router or line has become trouble 
and the established communication route has lost and until 
the communication route is re-established. 

0044. It is further another object of the present invention to 
provide a novel method for controlling the mobile communi 
cation hierarchical network which is capable of reducing the 
probability of packet loss. 
0045. It is further more another object of the present inven 
tion to provide a novel method for controlling the mobile 
communication hierarchical network which allows a mobile 
host to receive a packet from a new base station newly linked 
to the mobile host even if the mobile host MH moves from an 
old radio area covered by an old base station to a new radio 
area covered by the new base station during transfer of the 
packet through the mobile communication network. 
0046. It is an additional object of the present invention to 
provide a novel method for controlling the mobile communi 
cation hierarchical network which is capable of reducing a 
traffic of the host network. 

0047. It is a further additional object of the present inven 
tion to provide a novel method for controlling the mobile 
communication hierarchical network which is capable of 
reducing a traffic of the hierarchical network of routers. 
0048. It is a still further additional object of the present 
invention to provide a novel method for controlling the 
mobile communication hierarchical network which is 
capable of managing receipts of packets. 
0049. It is a yet further additional object of the present 
invention to provide a novel method for controlling the 
mobile communication hierarchical network which allows 
the hierarchical network of routers to exhibit a high perfor 
aCC. 

0050. It is furthermore additional object of the present 
invention to provide a novel method for controlling the 
mobile communication hierarchical network which improves 
a transfer efficiency of the packets with avoiding duplicate 
receipts of the packets by the mobile host. 
0051. It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
a novel system for controlling the mobile communication 
hierarchical network which is capable of reducing the prob 
ability of packet loss. 
0052. It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
a novel system for controlling the mobile communication 
hierarchical network which allows a mobile host to receive a 
packet from a new base station newly linked to the mobile 
host even if the mobile host MH moves from an old radio area 
covered by an old base station to a new radio area covered by 
the new base station during transfer of the packet through the 
mobile communication network. 

0053. It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
a novel system for controlling the mobile communication 
hierarchical network which is capable of reducing a traffic of 
the host network. 

0054. It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
a novel system for controlling the mobile communication 
hierarchical network which is capable of reducing a traffic of 
the hierarchical network of routers. 
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0055. It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
a novel system for controlling the mobile communication 
hierarchical network which is capable of managing receipts 
of packets. 
0056. It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
a novel system for controlling the mobile communication 
hierarchical network which allows the hierarchical network 
of routers to exhibit a high performance. 
0057. It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
a novel system for controlling the mobile communication 
hierarchical network which improves a transfer efficiency of 
the packets with avoiding duplicate receipts of the packets by 
the mobile host. 
0058. It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
a novel router included in a hierarchical network of the 
mobile communication hierarchical network which is 
capable of reducing the probability of packet loss. 
0059. It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
a novel router included in a hierarchical network of the 
mobile communication hierarchical network which allows a 
mobile host to receive a packet from a new base station newly 
linked to the mobile host even if the mobile host MH moves 
from an old radio area covered by an old base station to a new 
radio area covered by the new base station during transfer of 
the packet through the mobile communication network. 
0060. It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
a novel router included in a hierarchical network of the 
mobile communication hierarchical network which is 
capable of reducing a traffic of the host network. 
0061. It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
a novel router included in a hierarchical network of the 
mobile communication hierarchical network which is 
capable of reducing a traffic of the hierarchical network of 
rOuterS. 

0062. It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
a novel router included in a hierarchical network of the 
mobile communication hierarchical network which is 
capable of managing receipts of packets. 
0063. It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
a novel router included in a hierarchical network of the 
mobile communication hierarchical network which allows 
the hierarchical network of routers to exhibit a high perfor 
aCC. 

0064. It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
a novel router included in a hierarchical network of the 
mobile communication hierarchical network which improves 
a transfer efficiency of the packets with avoiding duplicate 
receipts of the packets by the mobile host. 
0065. The present invention provides a communication 
network comprising: a host network; a plurality of base sta 
tions; at least a mobile host capable of establishing links to the 
base stations; and a hierarchy-network of plural routers pro 
viding multiple-point routings between the base stations and 
the host network, and the routers including at least a page 
area managing router for managing at least a page area for 
recording the mobile host, wherein the page-area managing 
router limits, within a predetermined number, the number of 
transfer-acceptable packets in packets received in a predeter 
mined time period, so that the page-area managing router 
transfers only the transfer-acceptable packets to sub-ordinate 
routers managed by the page-area managing router, and the 
page-area managing router does not transfer exceeding trans 
fer-requested packets received additionally to the transfer 
acceptable packets in the predetermined time period. 
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0066. The present invention also provides a communica 
tion network comprising: a host network; a plurality of base 
stations; at least a mobile host capable of establishing links to 
the base stations; and a hierarchy-network of plural router 
sets providing multiple-point routings between the base sta 
tions and the host network, wherein each of the router-sets 
further includes plural associated routers which provide the 
same communication route and which have the same routing 
informations, and normally selected one of the associated 
routers in each router set is operational to provide the com 
munication route, and if the normally selected one of the 
associated routers becomes trouble or inoperational, then 
other of the associated routers is alternatively selected to be 
operational to provide the communication route, thereby 
allowing continuous communication between the at least 
mobile host and the host network. 
0067. The present invention also provides a communica 
tion network comprising: a host network; a plurality of base 
stations; at least a mobile host capable of establishing links to 
the base stations; and a hierarchy-network of plural routers 
providing multiple-point routings between the base stations 
and the host network, wherein at least one of the routers 
becomes selectively performing as a multicast router for 
transferring a packet to not only a first base station which has 
currently been linked to the mobile host but also at least a 
second base station adjacent to the first base station, and the 
second base station has currently been unlinked to the mobile 
host. 
0068. The above and other objects, features and advan 
tages of the present invention will be apparent from the fol 
lowing descriptions. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0069 Preferred embodiments according to the present 
invention will be described in detail with reference to the 
accompanying drawings. 
0070 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrative of a conven 
tional mobile communication network. 
0071 FIG. 2 is a sequence diagram illustrative of sequen 

tial operations of the above described conventional mobile 
communication hierarchical network shown in FIG. 1. 
0072 FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrative of another 
conventional mobile communication network. 
0073 FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrative of communi 
cation processes of the conventional mobile communication 
network of FIG. 3. 
0074 FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrative of still another 
conventional mobile communication network. 
0075 FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrative of operation of 
the conventional mobile communication network of FIG. 5. 
0076 FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrative of a novel 
mobile communication network in a first embodiment in 
accordance with the present invention. 
0077 FIG. 8 is a sequence diagram illustrative of sequen 

tial operations of the above described novel mobile commu 
nication hierarchical network shown in FIG. 7. 
0078 FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrative of a novel 
mobile communication network in a second embodiment in 
accordance with the present invention. 
007.9 FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrative of operations 
of the novel mobile communication network of FIG. 9. 
0080 FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrative of operations 
of the novel mobile communication network of FIG. 9. 
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I0081 FIG. 12 is a block diagram illustrative of operations 
of the novel mobile communication network of FIG. 9. 
I0082 FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrative of operations 
of the novel mobile communication network of FIG. 9. 
I0083 FIG. 14 is a block diagram illustrative of a novel 
mobile communication network in a third embodiment in 
accordance with the present invention. 
I0084 FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrative of operation 
of the novel mobile communication network of FIG. 14. 
I0085 FIG. 16 is a block diagram illustrative of a novel 
mobile communication network in a fourth embodiment in 
accordance with the present invention. 
I0086 FIG. 17 is a block diagram illustrative of operations 
of the packet transfer in the mobile communication network 
of FIG. 16. 
I0087 FIG. 18 is a block diagram illustrative of a novel 
mobile communication network in a fifth embodiment in 
accordance with the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

I0088 A first aspect of the present invention is a commu 
nication network comprising: a host network; a plurality of 
base stations; at least a mobile host capable of establishing 
links to the base stations; and a hierarchy-network of plural 
routers providing multiple-point routings between the base 
stations and the host network, and the routers including at 
least a page-area managing router for managing at least a page 
area for recording the mobile host, wherein the page-area 
managing router limits, within a predetermined number, the 
number of transfer-acceptable packets in packets received in 
a predetermined time period, so that the page-area managing 
router transfers only the transfer-acceptable packets to Sub 
ordinate routers managed by the page-area managing router, 
and the page-area managing router does not transfer exceed 
ing transfer-requested packets received additionally to the 
transfer-acceptable packets in the predetermined time period. 
I0089. It is possible that the page-area managing router 
discards the exceeding transfer-requested packets. 
0090. It is also possible that the page-area managing router 

is capable of optionally setting the predetermined number for 
the transfer-acceptable packets. It is also possible that the 
predetermined number is a natural number. 
0091. It is also possible that the page-area managing router 

is capable of optionally setting the predetermined time 
period. 
0092. It is also possible that the page-area managing router 
transmits, through the host network to a caller, a second 
packet-transmission Suppression request which requests the 
caller to widen a time interval of discontinuous transmission 
of the packets. 
0093. It is also possible that the page-area managing router 
transmits, through the host network to a caller, a second 
packet-transmission Suppression request which requests the 
caller to stop transmission of the packet until the predeter 
mined time period has passed, and re-start the packet trans 
mission thereafter. 
0094. A second aspect of the present invention is a method 
of controlling a communication network comprising: a host 
network; a plurality of base stations; at least a mobile host 
capable of establishing links to the base stations; and a hier 
archy-network of plural routers providing multiple-point 
routings between the base stations and the host network, and 
the routers including at least a page-area managing router for 
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managing at least a page area for recording the mobile host, 
wherein the page-area managing router limits, within a pre 
determined number, the number of transfer-acceptable pack 
ets in packets received in a predetermined time period, so that 
the page-area managing router transfers only the transfer 
acceptable packets to Sub-ordinate routers managed by the 
page-area managing router, and the page-area managing 
router does not transfer exceeding transfer-requested packets 
received additionally to the transfer-acceptable packets in the 
predetermined time period. 
0095. It is also possible that the page-area managing router 
discards the exceeding transfer-requested packets. 
0096. It is also possible that the page-area managing router 

is capable of optionally setting the predetermined number for 
the transfer-acceptable packets. It is also possible that the 
predetermined number is a natural number. 
0097. It is also possible that the page-area managing router 

is capable of optionally setting the predetermined time 
period. 
0098. It is also possible that the page-area managing router 
transmits, through the host network to a caller, a second 
packet-transmission Suppression request which requests the 
caller to widen a time interval of discontinuous transmission 
of the packets. 
0099. It is also possible that the page-area managing router 
transmits, through the host network to a caller, a second 
packet-transmission Suppression request which requests the 
caller to stop transmission of the packet until the predeter 
mined time period has passed, and re-start the packet trans 
mission thereafter. 

0100. A third aspect of the present invention is a page-area 
managing router included a hierarchy-network of plural rout 
ers providing multiple-point routings between a host network 
and plural base stations capable of links to at least a mobile 
host in a communication network, and the page-area manag 
ing router managing at least a page area for recording the 
mobile host, wherein the page-area managing router limits, 
within a predetermined number, the number of transfer-ac 
ceptable packets in packets received in a predetermined time 
period, so that the page-area managing router transfers only 
the transfer-acceptable packets to Sub-ordinate routers man 
aged by the page-area managing router, and the page-area 
managing router does not transfer exceeding transfer-re 
quested packets received additionally to the transfer-accept 
able packets in the predetermined time period. 
0101. It is also possible that the page-area managing router 
discards the exceeding transfer-requested packets. 
0102. It is also possible that the page-area managing router 

is capable of optionally setting the predetermined number for 
the transfer-acceptable packets. It is also possible that the 
predetermined number is a natural number. 
0103. It is also possible that the page-area managing router 

is capable of optionally setting the predetermined time 
period. 
0104. It is also possible that the page-area managing router 
transmits, through the host network to a caller, a second 
packet-transmission Suppression request which requests the 
caller to widen a time interval of discontinuous transmission 
of the packets. 
0105. It is also possible that the page-area managing router 
transmits, through the host network to a caller, a second 
packet-transmission Suppression request which requests the 
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caller to stop transmission of the packet until the predeter 
mined time period has passed, and re-start the packet trans 
mission thereafter. 
0106 A fourth aspect of the present invention is a com 
munication network comprising: a host network; a plurality 
of base stations; at least a mobile host capable of establishing 
links to the base stations; and a hierarchy-network of plural 
router-sets providing multiple-point routings between the 
base stations and the host network, wherein each of the router 
sets further includes plural associated routers which provide 
the same communication route and which have the same 
routing informations, and normally selected one of the asso 
ciated routers in each router set is operational to provide the 
communication route, and if the normally selected one of the 
associated routers becomes trouble or inoperational, then 
other of the associated routers is alternatively selected to be 
operational to provide the communication route, thereby 
allowing continuous communication between the at least 
mobile host and the host network. 
0107. It is also possible that the associated routers in each 
router set comprise a primary router and a secondary router, 
and the primary router is normally selected and operational to 
provide the communication route, and if the primary router 
becomes trouble or inoperational, then the secondary routeris 
alternatively selected and operational to provide the commu 
nication route. 
0108. It is also possible that selection to one of the asso 
ciated routers in each router set is made by a selected higher 
level router which manages the associated routers. It is also 
possible that originally selected one of the associated routers 
in each router set sends the selected higher level router a 
message indicating that the originally selected one of the 
associated routers is operational, and if the selected higher 
level router has not received the message from the originally 
selected one of the associated routers in a predetermined time 
period, then the selected higher level router judges that the 
originally selected one of the associated routers has become 
inoperational, and the selected higher level router selects 
other of the associated routers to provide the same commu 
nication route alternative to the originally selected one of the 
associated routers. 

0109. It is also possible that all of the associated routers 
update the same routing information themselves based on a 
position recording message of the at least mobile host which 
has been transferred through a selected lower level router 
which is managed by selected one of the associated routers, 
and the selected one of the associated routers further transfers 
the position recording message to all of higher level associ 
ated routers which are capable of managing the associated 
rOuterS. 

0110. A fifth aspect of the present invention is a method of 
controlling a communication network comprising: a host net 
work; a plurality of base stations; at least a mobile host 
capable of establishing links to the base stations; and a hier 
archy-network of plural router-sets providing multiple-point 
routings between the base stations and the host network, each 
of the router-sets further including plural associated routers 
which provide the same communication route and which have 
the same routing informations, wherein normally selected 
one of the associated routers in each router set is operational 
to provide the communication route, and if the normally 
selected one of the associated routers becomes trouble or 
inoperational, then other of the associated routers is alterna 
tively selected to be operational to provide the communica 
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tion route, thereby allowing continuous communication 
between the at least mobile host and the host network. 
0111. It is also possible that the associated routers in each 
router set comprise a primary router and a secondary router, 
and the primary router is normally selected and operational to 
provide the communication route, and if the primary router 
becomes trouble orinoperational, then the secondary routeris 
alternatively selected and operational to provide the commu 
nication route. 
0112. It is also possible that selection to one of the asso 
ciated routers in each router set is made by a selected higher 
level router which manages the associated routers. It is also 
possible that originally selected one of the associated routers 
in each router set sends the selected higher level router a 
message indicating that the originally selected one of the 
associated routers is operational, and if the selected higher 
level router has not received the message from the originally 
selected one of the associated routers in a predetermined time 
period, then the selected higher level router judges that the 
originally selected one of the associated routers has become 
inoperational, and the selected higher level router selects 
other of the associated routers to provide the same commu 
nication route alternative to the originally selected one of the 
associated routers. 
0113. It is also possible that all of the associated routers 
update the same routing information themselves based on a 
position recording message of the at least mobile host which 
has been transferred through a selected lower level router 
which is managed by selected one of the associated routers, 
and the selected one of the associated routers further transfers 
the position recording message to all of higher level associ 
ated routers which are capable of managing the associated 
rOuterS. 

0114. A sixth aspect of the present invention is a hierar 
chy-router-network of plural router-sets providing multiple 
point routings between a plurality of base stations establish 
ing links to at least a mobile host and a host network, wherein 
each of the router-sets further includes plural associated rout 
ers which provide the same communication route and which 
have the same routing informations, and normally selected 
one of the associated routers in each router set is operational 
to provide the communication route, and if the normally 
selected one of the associated routers becomes trouble or 
inoperational, then other of the associated routers is alterna 
tively selected to be operational to provide the communica 
tion route, thereby allowing continuous communication 
between the at least mobile host and the host network. 
0115. It is also possible that the associated routers in each 
router set comprise a primary router and a secondary router, 
and the primary router is normally selected and operational to 
provide the communication route, and if the primary router 
becomes trouble orinoperational, then the secondary routeris 
alternatively selected and operational to provide the commu 
nication route. 
0116. It is also possible that selection to one of the asso 
ciated routers in each router set is made by a selected higher 
level router which manages the associated routers. 
0117. It is also possible that originally selected one of the 
associated routers in each router set sends the selected higher 
level router a message indicating that the originally selected 
one of the associated routers is operational, and if the selected 
higher level router has not received the message from the 
originally selected one of the associated routers in a prede 
termined time period, then the selected higher level router 
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judges that the originally selected one of the associated rout 
ers has become inoperational, and the selected higher level 
router selects other of the associated routers to provide the 
same communication route alternative to the originally 
selected one of the associated routers. 
0118. It is also possible that all of the associated routers 
update the same routing information themselves based on a 
position recording message of the at least mobile host which 
has been transferred through a selected lower level router 
which is managed by selected one of the associated routers, 
and the selected one of the associated routers further transfers 
the position recording message to all of higher level associ 
ated routers which are capable of managing the associated 
rOuterS. 

0119) A seventh aspect of the present invention is a com 
munication network comprising: a host network; a plurality 
of base stations; at least a mobile host capable of establishing 
links to the base stations; and a hierarchy-network of plural 
routers providing multiple-point routings between the base 
stations and the host network, wherein at least one of the 
routers becomes selectively performing as a multicast router 
for transferring a packet to not only a first base station which 
has currently been linked to the mobile host but also at least a 
second base station adjacent to the first base station, and the 
second base station has currently been unlinked to the mobile 
host. 
0.120. It is also possible that the router selected as the 
multicast router is positioned at a branch point of both a 
currently designated communication route between the host 
network and the first base station and a currently undesig 
nated adjacent communication route between the host net 
work and the second base station. 
I0121. It is also possible that the selection of the multicast 
router is made by a retrieval to the branch point based on a 
position recording message from the mobile host and a last 
updated routing information stored on a routing table of each 
of the routers, wherein the routing information is updated 
based on the position recording message from the mobile 
host. It is also possible that the retrieval to the branch point is 
made, every when the mobile host moves to an adjacentradio 
area to the last-existed radio area, based on a new position 
recording message from the mobile host and a newly-updated 
routing information. 
I0122. It is also possible that the router selected as the 
multicast router has a lowest level in the hierarchy-network of 
plural routers and is positioned on a currently designated 
communication route between the host network and the first 
base station. It is also possible that the multicast router trans 
fers the packet to the first base station and also to the second 
base station through a higher level router which is higher in 
level of the hierarchy-network of plural routers, provided that 
the higher level router is positioned at a branch point of both 
the currently designated communication route between the 
host network and the first base station and a currently undes 
ignated adjacent communication route between the host net 
work and the second base station. 
I0123. It is also possible that the second base station is 
selected to be a base station which transmits a most intensive 
radio wave to the mobile host except for the first base station. 
0.124. It is also possible that the multicast router adds the 
packet with a label value which indicates a sequence in trans 
mission of the packet before transferring the packet with the 
label value. It is also possible that lowest level routers at the 
lowest level of the hierarchy-network of plural routers are 
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capable of queuing the packet. It is also possible that after the 
mobile host entered into the adjacent radio area and estab 
lished a new link to the second base station, then the mobile 
host sends the second base station the label value which had 
been last-received from the first base station, and the second 
base station transfers the label value to the lowest level router, 
and the lowest level router selects at least one packet from 
queuing packets by comparing respective label values of the 
queuing packets with reference to the last label value, and the 
lowest level router sends the selected at least one packet of the 
packets to the mobile host through the second base station. 
0.125. It is also possible that the mobile host compares a 

just-received label value of the packet just received from the 
second base station to the last-received label value, and if the 
just-received label value is identical with the last-received 
label value, then the mobile host discards the packet just 
received from the second base station. 
0126. It is also possible that the second base station queues 
the packet. It is also possible that after the mobile host entered 
into the adjacent radio area and established a new link to the 
second base station, then the mobile host sends the second 
base station the label value which had been last-received from 
the first base station, and the second base station selects at 
least one packet from queuing packets by comparing respec 
tive label values of the queuing packets with reference to the 
last label value, and the second base station sends the selected 
at least one packet to the mobile host. 
0127. It is also possible that the multicast router is a bicast 
rOuter. 

0128. An eighth aspect of the present invention is a com 
munication network comprising: a host network; a plurality 
of base stations; at least a mobile host capable of establishing 
links to the base stations; and a hierarchy-network of plural 
routers providing multiple-point routings between the base 
stations and the host network, wherein the hierarchy-network 
of plural routers establishes not only a currently designated 
communication route between the host network and a first 
base station which has currently been linked to the mobile 
host but also a currently undesignated adjacent communica 
tion route between the host network and a second base station 
adjacent to the first base station, and the second base station 
has currently been unlinked to the mobile host, and wherein 
the hierarchy-network of plural routers transfers a packet not 
only through the currently designated communication route 
to the first base station but also through the currently undes 
ignated adjacent communication route to the second base 
station. 
0129. It is also possible that a router positioned at a branch 
point of both the currently designated communication route 
and the currently undesignated adjacent communication 
route is selected to perform as a multicast router. It is also 
possible that the selection of the multicast router is made by a 
retrieval to the branch point based on a position recording 
message from the mobile host and a last-updated routing 
information stored on a routing table of each of the routers, 
wherein the routing information is updated based on the posi 
tion recording message from the mobile host. It is also pos 
sible that the retrieval to the branch point is made, every when 
the mobile host moves to an adjacent radio area to the last 
existed radio area, based on a new position recording message 
from the mobile host and a newly-updated routing informa 
tion. 
0130. It is also possible that the router selected as the 
multicast router has a lowest level in the hierarchy-network of 
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plural routers and is positioned on a currently designated 
communication route between the host network and the first 
base station. It is also possible that the multicast router trans 
fers the packet to the first base station and also to the second 
base station through a higher level router which is higher in 
level of the hierarchy-network of plural routers, provided that 
the higher level router is positioned at a branch point of both 
the currently designated communication route between the 
host network and the first base station and a currently undes 
ignated adjacent communication route between the host net 
work and the second base station. 
I0131. It is also possible that the second base station is 
selected to be a base station which transmits a most intensive 
radio wave to the mobile host except for the first base station. 
0.132. It is also possible that the multicast router adds the 
packet with a label value which indicates a sequence in trans 
mission of the packet before transferring the packet with the 
label value. It is also possible that lowest level routers at the 
lowest level of the hierarchy-network of plural routers are 
capable of queuing the packet. It is also possible that after the 
mobile host entered into the adjacent radio area and estab 
lished a new link to the second base station, then the mobile 
host sends the second base station the label value which had 
been last-received from the first base station, and the second 
base station transfers the label value to the lowest level router, 
and the lowest level router selects at least one packet from 
queuing packets by comparing respective label values of the 
queuing packets with reference to the last label Value, and the 
lowest level router sends the selected at least one packet of the 
packets to the mobile host through the second base station. 
I0133. It is also possible that the mobile host compares a 
just-received label value of the packet just received from the 
second base station to the last-received label value, and if the 
just-received label value is identical with the last-received 
label value, then the mobile host discards the packet just 
received from the second base station. 
I0134. It is also possible that the second base station queues 
the packet. It is also possible that after the mobile host entered 
into the adjacent radio area and established a new link to the 
second base station, then the mobile host sends the second 
base station the label value which had been last-received from 
the first base station, and the second base station selects at 
least one packet from queuing packets by comparing respec 
tive label values of the queuing packets with reference to the 
last label value, and the second base station sends the selected 
at least one packet to the mobile host. 
I0135) It is also possible that the multicast router is a bicast 
rOuter. 

0.136. A ninth aspect of the present invention is a method 
of controlling a communication network comprising: a host 
network; a plurality of base stations; at least a mobile host 
capable of establishing links to the base stations; and a hier 
archy-network of plural routers providing multiple-point 
routings between the base stations and the host network, 
wherein at least one of the routers becomes selectively per 
forming as a multicast router for transferring a packet to not 
only a first base station which has currently been linked to the 
mobile host but also at least a second base station adjacent to 
the first base station, and the second base station has currently 
been unlinked to the mobile host. 
0.137 It is also possible that the router selected as the 
multicast router is positioned at a branch point of both a 
currently designated communication route between the host 
network and the first base station and a currently undesig 
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nated adjacent communication route between the host net 
work and the second base station. It is also possible that the 
selection of the multicast router is made by a retrieval to the 
branch point based on a position recording message from the 
mobile host and a last-updated routing information stored on 
a routing table of each of the routers, wherein the routing 
information is updated based on the position recording mes 
sage from the mobile host. It is also possible that the retrieval 
to the branch point is made, every when the mobile host 
moves to an adjacent radio area to the last-existed radio area, 
based on a new position recording message from the mobile 
host and a newly-updated routing information. 
0.138. It is also possible that the router selected as the 
multicast router has a lowest level in the hierarchy-network of 
plural routers and is positioned on a currently designated 
communication route between the host network and the first 
base station. It is also possible that the multicast router trans 
fers the packet to the first base station and also to the second 
base station through a higher level router which is higher in 
level of the hierarchy-network of plural routers, provided that 
the higher level router is positioned at a branch point of both 
the currently designated communication route between the 
host network and the first base station and a currently undes 
ignated adjacent communication route between the host net 
work and the second base station. 
0.139. It is also possible that the second base station is 
selected to be a base station which transmits a most intensive 
radio wave to the mobile host except for the first base station. 
0140. It is also possible that the multicast router adds the 
packet with a label value which indicates a sequence in trans 
mission of the packet before transferring the packet with the 
label value. It is also possible that lowest level routers at the 
lowest level of the hierarchy-network of plural routers are 
capable of queuing the packet. It is also possible that after the 
mobile host entered into the adjacent radio area and estab 
lished a new link to the second base station, then the mobile 
host sends the second base station the label value which had 
been last-received from the first base station, and the second 
base station transfers the label value to the lowest level router, 
and the lowest level router selects at least one packet from 
queuing packets by comparing respective label values of the 
queuing packets with reference to the last label value, and the 
lowest level router sends the selected at least one packet of the 
packets to the mobile host through the second base station. 
0141. It is also possible that the mobile host compares a 

just-received label value of the packet just received from the 
second base station to the last-received label value, and if the 
just-received label value is identical with the last-received 
label value, then the mobile host discards the packet just 
received from the second base station. 
0142. It is also possible that the second base station queues 
the packet. It is also possible that after the mobile host entered 
into the adjacent radio area and established a new link to the 
second base station, then the mobile host sends the second 
base station the label value which had been last-received from 
the first base station, and the second base station selects at 
least one packet from queuing packets by comparing respec 
tive label values of the queuing packets with reference to the 
last label value, and the second base station sends the selected 
at least one packet to the mobile host. 
0143. It is also possible that the multicast router is a bicast 
rOuter. 

0144. A tenth aspect of the present invention is a method of 
controlling a communication network comprising: a host net 
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work; a plurality of base stations; at least a mobile host 
capable of establishing links to the base stations; and a hier 
archy-network of plural routers providing multiple-point 
routings between the base stations and the host network, 
wherein the hierarchy-network of plural routers establishes 
not only a currently designated communication route 
between the host network and a first base station which has 
currently been linked to the mobile host but also a currently 
undesignated adjacent communication route between the 
host network and a second base station adjacent to the first 
base station, and the second base station has currently been 
unlinked to the mobile host, and wherein the hierarchy-net 
work of plural routers transfers a packet not only through the 
currently designated communication route to the first base 
station but also through the currently undesignated adjacent 
communication route to the second base station. 
0145. It is also possible that a router positioned at a branch 
point of both the currently designated communication route 
and the currently undesignated adjacent communication 
route is selected to perform as a multicast router. 
0146 It is also possible that the selection of the multicast 
router is made by a retrieval to the branch point based on a 
position recording message from the mobile host and a last 
updated routing information stored on a routing table of each 
of the routers, wherein the routing information is updated 
based on the position recording message from the mobile 
host. It is also possible that the retrieval to the branch point is 
made, every when the mobile host moves to an adjacentradio 
area to the last-existed radio area, based on a new position 
recording message from the mobile host and a newly-updated 
routing information. It is also possible that the router selected 
as the multicast router has a lowest level in the hierarchy 
network of plural routers and is positioned on a currently 
designated communication route between the host network 
and the first base station. It is also possible that the multicast 
router transfers the packet to the first base station and also to 
the second base station through a higher level router which is 
higher in level of the hierarchy-network of plural routers, 
provided that the higher level router is positioned at a branch 
point of both the currently designated communication route 
between the host network and the first base station and a 
currently undesignated adjacent communication route 
between the host network and the second base station. 
0.147. It is also possible that the second base station is 
selected to be a base station which transmits a most intensive 
radio wave to the mobile host except for the first base station. 
0.148. It is also possible that the multicast router adds the 
packet with a label value which indicates a sequence in trans 
mission of the packet before transferring the packet with the 
label value. It is also possible that lowest level routers at the 
lowest level of the hierarchy-network of plural routers are 
capable of queuing the packet. It is also possible that after the 
mobile host entered into the adjacent radio area and estab 
lished a new link to the second base station, then the mobile 
host sends the second base station the label value which had 
been last-received from the first base station, and the second 
base station transfers the label value to the lowest level router, 
and the lowest level router selects at least one packet from 
queuing packets by comparing respective label values of the 
queuing packets with reference to the last label Value, and the 
lowest level router sends the selected at least one packet of the 
packets to the mobile host through the second base station. 
0149. It is also possible that the mobile host compares a 
just-received label value of the packet just received from the 
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second base station to the last-received label value, and if the 
just-received label value is identical with the last-received 
label value, then the mobile host discards the packet just 
received from the second base station. 
0150. It is also possible that the second base station queues 
the packet. It is also possible that after the mobile host entered 
into the adjacent radio area and established a new link to the 
second base station, then the mobile host sends the second 
base station the label value which had been last-received from 
the first base station, and the second base station selects at 
least one packet from queuing packets by comparing respec 
tive label values of the queuing packets with reference to the 
last label value, and the second base station sends the selected 
at least one packet to the mobile host. 
0151. It is also possible that the multicast router is a bicast 
rOuter. 

First Embodiment 

0152. A first embodiment according to the present inven 
tion will be described in detail with reference to the drawings. 
FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrative of a novel mobile com 
munication network in a first embodiment in accordance with 
the present invention. This mobile communication network is 
generally used for a management system for managing posi 
tions of mobile telephones or automatic cars. This mobile 
communication network utilizes transmission control proto 
col/internet protocol (TCP/IP) for realizing a packet commu 
nication. 
0153. As shown in FIG. 7, the mobile communication 
network includes a host network 1, plural routers Rn (n=1-7), 
base stations BS1-BS8, and a mobile host MH. The host 
network 1 may comprise a wide area network Such as internet. 
The routers Rn provide multi-point connections between the 
host network 1 and the base stations BS1-BS8. The routers 
Rn form a hierarchical network structure between the host 
network 1 and the base stations BS1-BS8. The router R1 is 
highest level router. The routers R2 and R3' are middle level 
routers which are connected to the router R1 and dominated 
by the router R1. The routers R4, R5, R6 and R7 are lowest 
level routers, wherein the routers R4 and R5 are connected to 
the router R2 and dominated by the router R2, whilst the 
routers R6 and R7 are connected to the router R3' and domi 
nated by the router R3'. The base stations BS1 and BS2 are 
connected to the router R4 and dominated by the router R4. 
The base stations BS3 and BS4 are connected to the router R5 
and dominated by the router R5. The base stations BS5 and 
BS6 are connected to the router R6 and dominated by the 
router R6. The base stations BS7 and BS8 are connected to the 
router R7 and dominated by the router R7. 
0154 The mobile host MH is connected through radio 
communication to any one of the base stations BS1-BS8 to 
establish a link to the base station for communication through 
the host network 1 to other subscriber. 
O155 In accordance with this mobile communication net 
work, the mobile host MH is managed in the current position 
thereof in activated state, or the mobile host MH is managed 
in paging area in inactivated State o stand-by state. 
0156 The routers R2 and R3' manage the respective pag 
ing areas. In FIG. 7, the mobile host MH is positioned in an 
area covered by the base stations BS1, BS2, BS3 and BS4, for 
which reason the mobile host MH is recorded in the paging 
area dominated by the router R2'. If the mobile host MH 
moves from the first paging area dominated by the base sta 
tions BS1, BS2, BS3 and BS4 which are further dominated by 
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the router R2 into a second paging area dominated by the base 
stations BS5, BS6, BS7 and BS8which are further dominated 
by the router R3', then the router R3 registers the mobile host 
MH in the second paging area in accordance with a position 
recording message from the mobile host MH. 
(O157. The routers R2 and R3' are adjusted to reduce the 
load to the sub-ordinate network managed by the routers R2 
and R3' in the general calling process if the package addressed 
to the mobile host MH is in the stand-by state is received. 
Each of the routers R2 and R3' has a limiting function for 
limiting the number of transfer-requested packets in a prede 
termined time period “T” within a predetermined number, for 
example, 1, wherein the transfer-requested packets are the 
packets requested to be transferred to the sub-ordinate routers 
R4, R5, R6 and R7. 
0158 If the number of the transfer-requested packets 
received by each of the routers R2 and R3' in the predeter 
mined time period “T” is within the predetermined number, 
then each of the routers R2 and R3' normally transfers the 
received packet to the sub-ordinate routers R4, R5, R6 and 
R7. If, however, the number of the transfer-requested packets 
received by each of the routers R2 and R3' in the predeter 
mined time period “T” exceeds the predetermined number, 
then each of the routers R2 and R3' transfers transfer-accept 
able packets of the predetermined number to the sub-ordinate 
routers R4, R5, R6 and R7, and discard exceeding transfer 
requested packets in addition to the transfer-acceptable pack 
ets. The transfer-acceptable packets are the packets of the 
predetermined number, whilst the exceeding transfer-re 
quested packets are the packets of the exceeding number over 
the predetermined number. 
0159. If the predetermined number is set 1, then first one of 
the received packets corresponds to the transfer-acceptable 
packet, and any further ones of the packets received in the 
predetermined time period correspond to the exceeding trans 
fer-requested packets, for which reason each of the routers 
R2 and R3' transfers only the first one packet as the transfer 
acceptable packet and discard the further packets received in 
the predetermined time period as the exceeding transfer-re 
quested packets. 
0160 FIG. 8 is a sequence diagram illustrative of sequen 

tial operations of the above described novel mobile commu 
nication hierarchical network shown in FIG. 7. As shown in 
FIG. 8, the router R2 receives four packets, for example, a 
first-received packet, a second-received packet, a third-re 
ceived packet, and a fourth-received packet in the predeter 
mined time period “T”. The predetermined number for the 
transfer-acceptable packet is set 1 in the router R2'. The router 
R2' transfers only the first-received packet to the routers R4 
and R5 and discard the remaining second-received, third 
received and fourth-received packets without transfer. As a 
result, in the predetermined time period “T”, no link can be 
established between the base station BS3 and the mobile host 
MH 
0.161. After the predetermined time period “T” has passed, 
then the router R2 becomes able to transfer but only one 
packet in the next predetermined time period “T”. As shown 
in FIG. 8, the second-transfer of the packet from the router R2 
to the routers R4 and R5 results in the establishment between 
the base station BS3 and the mobile host MH. 

(0162. As described above, in accordance with the novel 
mobile communication hierarchical network, the routers R2 
and R3' for managing the respective paging areas for record 
ing the mobile host MH are improved to reduce or control a 
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packet traffic in the predetermined time period in the sub 
ordinate network managed by the routers R2 and R3', 
whereby the improved routers R2 and R3 reduce the load to 
the mobile communication hierarchical network. 
0163 The above-described predetermined time period 
“T”, the throughput of the network and the predetermined 
number for the transfer-acceptable packets may optionally be 
decided. The number of hierarchy of the routers in the mobile 
communication network, the number of the base stations BS, 
and the number of the mobile host MH may be optional. 
0164. The following modification to the first embodiment 

is optionally possible. If the number of the transfer-requested 
packets received by each of the routers R2 and R3' in the 
predetermined time period “T” exceeds the predetermined 
number, then each of the routers R2 and R3' further sends the 
caller of a packet-transmission Suppression request which 
requests the caller to widen the time interval of discontinuous 
transmission of the packets or which requests the caller to 
stop the transmission of the packet until the predetermined 
time period “T” has passed, and re-start the packet transmis 
sion thereafter. 
0.165 If, for example, the predetermined number is set 1, 
then after the router R2 received the first-received packet, 
then the router R2' sends the caller of a packet-transmission 
Suppression request which requests the caller to widen the 
time interval of discontinuous transmission of the packets or 
which requests the caller to stop the transmission of the 
packet until the predetermined time period “T” has passed, 
and re-start the packet transmission thereafter. 

Second Embodiment 

0166 A second embodiment according to the present 
invention will be described in detail with reference to the 
drawings. FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrative of a novel 
mobile communication network in a second embodiment in 
accordance with the present invention. This mobile commu 
nication network is generally used for a management system 
for managing positions of mobile telephones or automatic 
cars. This mobile communication network utilizes transmis 
sion control protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP) for realizing 
a packet communication. 
0167 As shown in FIG. 9, the mobile communication 
network includes a host network 1, plural pairs of primary 
routers Rinp (n=1-7) and secondary routers Rns (n=1-7), 
base stations BS1-BS8, and a mobile host MH. The host 
network 1 may comprise a wide area network Such as internet. 
The plural pairs of primary routers Rinp (n=1-7) and second 
ary routers Rns (n=1-7) provide multi-point connections 
between the host network 1 and the base stations BS1-BS8. 
The plural pairs of primary routers Rinp (n=1-7) and second 
ary routers Rns (n=1-7) form a hierarchical network structure 
between the host network 1 and the base stations BS1-BS8. 
0168 The primary router R1p and the secondary router 
R1s make a first pair providing a first point at highest level of 
the hierarchical routes. The primary router R1p and the sec 
ondary router R1s provide the same route and have the same 
routing information. 
0169. The primary router R2p and the secondary router 
R2S make a second pair providing a second point at middle 
level of the hierarchical routes. The primary router R2p and 
the secondary router R2s provide the same route and have the 
same routing information. The primary router R2p is con 
nected to both the primary router R1p and the secondary 
router R1s in parallel, so that the primary router R2p is man 
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aged by each of the primary router R1p and the secondary 
router R1s. The secondary router R2s is also connected to 
both the primary router R1p and the secondary router R1s in 
parallel, so that the secondary router R2s is managed by each 
of the primary router R1p and the secondary router R1s. The 
primary router R2p and the secondary router R2s have the 
same connection routes to the primary router R1p and the 
secondary router R1s. 
0170 The primary router R3p and the secondary router 
R3s make a third pair providing a third point at middle level 
of the hierarchical routes. The primary router R3p and the 
secondary router R3s provide the same route and have the 
same routing information. The primary router R3p is con 
nected to both the primary router R1p and the secondary 
router R1s in parallel, so that the primary router R3p is man 
aged by each of the primary router R1p and the secondary 
router R1s. The secondary router R3s is also connected to 
both the primary router R1p and the secondary router R1s in 
parallel, so that the secondary router R3s is managed by each 
of the primary router R1p and the secondary router R1s. The 
primary router R3p and the secondary router R3s have the 
same connection routes to the primary router R1p and the 
secondary router R1s. 
0171 The primary router R1p is connected to the primary 
router R2p and the secondary router R2S as well as connected 
to the primary router R3p and the secondary router R3s for 
managing the primary router R2p and the secondary router 
R2s as well as the primary router R3p and the secondary 
router R3s. The secondary router R2s is also connected to the 
primary router R2p and the secondary router R2S as well as 
connected to the primary router R3p and the secondary router 
R3s for managing the primary router R2p and the secondary 
router R2s as well as the primary router R3p and the second 
ary router R3s. 
0172. The primary router R4p and the secondary router 
R4s make a fourth pair providing a fourth point at lowest level 
of the hierarchical routes. The primary router R4p and the 
secondary router R4s provide the same route and have the 
same routing information. The primary router R4p is con 
nected to both the primary router R2p and the secondary 
router R2s in parallel, so that the primary router R4p is man 
aged by each of the primary router R2p and the secondary 
router R2s. The secondary router R4s is also connected to 
both the primary router R2p and the secondary router R2s in 
parallel, so that the secondary router R4s is managed by each 
of the primary router R2p and the secondary router R2s. The 
primary router R4p and the secondary router R4s have the 
same connection routes to the primary router R2p and the 
secondary router R2s. The primary router R4p is further con 
nected to the base stations BS1 and BS2 in parallel for man 
aging the base stations BS1 and BS2. The secondary router 
R4s is also connected to the base stations BS1 and BS2 in 
parallel for managing the base stations BS1 and BS2. The 
primary router R4p and the secondary router R4s have the 
same connection routes to the base stations BS1 and BS2. 
0173 The primary router R5p and the secondary router 
R5s make a fifth pair providing a fifth point at lowest level of 
the hierarchical routes. The primary router R5p and the sec 
ondary router R5s provide the same route and have the same 
routing information. The primary router R5p is connected to 
both the primary router R2p and the secondary router R2s in 
parallel, so that the primary router R5p is managed by each of 
the primary router R2p and the secondary router R2s. The 
secondary router R5s is also connected to both the primary 
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router R2p and the secondary router R2s in parallel, so that the 
secondary router R5s is managed by each of the primary 
router R2p and the secondary router R2s. The primary router 
R5p and the secondary router R5s have the same connection 
routes to the primary router R2p and the secondary router 
R2s. The primary router R5p is further connected to the base 
stations BS3 and BS4 in parallel for managing the base sta 
tions BS3 and BS4. The secondary router R5s is also con 
nected to the base stations BS3 and BS4 in parallel for man 
aging the base stations BS3 and BS4. The primary router R5p 
and the secondary router R5s have the same connection routes 
to the base stations BS3 and BS4. 

0.174. The primary router R2p is connected to the primary 
router R4p and the secondary router R4s as well as connected 
to the primary router R5p and the secondary router R5s for 
managing the primary router R4p and the secondary router 
R4s as well as the primary router R5p and the secondary 
router R5s. The secondary router R2s is also connected to the 
primary router R4p and the secondary router R4s as well as 
connected to the primary router R5p and the secondary router 
R5s for managing the primary router R4p and the secondary 
router R4s as well as the primary router R5p and the second 
ary router R5s. 
0.175. The primary router R6p and the secondary router 
R6s make a sixth pair providing a sixth point at lowest level of 
the hierarchical routes. The primary router R6p and the sec 
ondary router R6s provide the same route and have the same 
routing information. The primary router R6p is connected to 
both the primary router R3p and the secondary router R3s in 
parallel, so that the primary router R6p is managed by each of 
the primary router R3p and the secondary router R3s. The 
secondary router R6s is also connected to both the primary 
router R3p and the secondary router R3s in parallel, so that the 
secondary router R6s is managed by each of the primary 
router R3p and the secondary router R3s. The primary router 
R6p and the secondary router R6s have the same connection 
routes to the primary router R3p and the secondary router 
R3s. The primary router R6p is further connected to the base 
stations BS5 and BS6 in parallel for managing the base sta 
tions BS5 and BS6. The secondary router R6s is also con 
nected to the base stations BS5 and BS6 in parallel for man 
aging the base stations BS5 and BS6. The primary router R6p 
and the secondary router R6s have the same connection routes 
to the base Stations BS5 and BS6. 

0176 The primary router R7p and the secondary router 
R7s make a seventh pair providing a seventh point at lowest 
level of the hierarchical routes. The primary router R7p and 
the secondary router R7s provide the same route and have the 
same routing information. The primary router R7p is con 
nected to both the primary router R3p and the secondary 
router R3s in parallel, so that the primary router R7p is man 
aged by each of the primary router R3p and the secondary 
router R3s. The secondary router R7s is also connected to 
both the primary router R3p and the secondary router R3s in 
parallel, so that the secondary router R7s is managed by each 
of the primary router R3p and the secondary router R3s. The 
primary router R7p and the secondary router R7s have the 
same connection routes to the primary router R3p and the 
secondary router R3s. The primary router R7p is further con 
nected to the base stations BS7 and BS8 in parallel for man 
aging the base stations BS7 and BS8. The secondary router 
R7s is also connected to the base stations BS7 and BS8 in 
parallel for managing the base stations BS7 and BS8. The 
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primary router R7p and the secondary router R7s have the 
same connection routes to the base stations BS7 and BS8. 
0177. The primary router R3p is connected to the primary 
router R6p and the secondary router R6s as well as connected 
to the primary router R7p and the secondary router R7s for 
managing the primary router R6p and the secondary router 
R6s as well as the primary router R7p and the secondary 
router R7s. The secondary router R3s is also connected to the 
primary router R6p and the secondary router R6s as well as 
connected to the primary router R7p and the secondary router 
R7s for managing the primary router R6p and the secondary 
router R6s as well as the primary router R7p and the second 
ary router R7s. Each of the base stations BS1, BS2, BS3, BS4, 
BS5, BS6, BS7 and BS8 is capable of establishing the link to 
the mobile host MH. 
0.178 As described above, the primary set of the primary 
routers Rinp and the secondary set of the secondary routers 
Rns provide the same hierarchical routes between the host 
network 1 and the base stations BS1, BS2, BS3, BS4, BS5, 
BS6, BS7 and BS8. The reason why the secondary routers 
Rns are additionally provided to the primary routers Rinp are 
as follows. In normal, the primary set of the primary routers 
Rinp is used to provide the hierarchical routes between the 
host network 1 and the base stations BS1, BS2, BS3, BS4, 
BS5, BS6, BS7 and BS8 for implementation of the commu 
nication through the mobile communication hierarchical net 
work. If the primary router Rinp becomes trouble, then the 
paired secondary router Rns making the pair with the troubled 
primary router Rinp is selected and used alternative to the 
troubled primary router Rinp. The secondary router Rns has 
the same routing information and provides the same route as 
the troubled primary router Rinp, for which reason the same 
communication route can be maintained. 
0179 Ifat least any one of the primary routers Rinp on the 
established communication route becomes once trouble and 
the communication route becomes lost, then the paired sec 
ondary router Rns making the pair with the troubled primary 
router Rinp is selected and used alternative to the troubled 
primary router Rinp, whereby the secondary router Rns pro 
vides the same communication route for allowing continua 
tion of the current communication between the mobile host 
MH and the host network 1. 
0180 FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrative of operations 
of the novel mobile communication network of FIG. 9. A 
communication route has been established between the first 
pair of the primary router R1p and the secondary router R1s 
and the fourth pair of the primary router R4p and the second 
ary router R4s through the second pair of the primary router 
R2p and the secondary router R2s. 
0181. The primary router R2p and the secondary router 
R2s are sub-ordinate routers to the primary router R1p and the 
secondary router R1s, so that the primary router R2p and the 
secondary router R2S are managed by the primary router R1p 
and the secondary router R1s. Each of the primary router R2p 
and the secondary router R2s periodically sends informations 
of whether the router function is effective or ineffective to 
each of the primary router R1p and the secondary router R1s. 
so that the primary router R1p and the secondary router R1s 
can periodically manage that the functions of the primary 
router R2p and the secondary router R2s would be currently 
effective. 
0182. The primary router R4p and the secondary router 
R4s are sub-ordinate routers to the primary router R2p and the 
secondary router R2s, so that the primary router R4p and the 
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secondary router R4s are managed by the primary router R2p 
and the secondary router R2s. Each of the primary router R4p 
and the secondary router R4s periodically sends informations 
of whether the router function is effective or ineffective to 
each of the primary router R2p and the secondary router R2s, 
so that the primary router R2p and the secondary router R2s 
can periodically manage that the functions of the primary 
router R4p and the secondary router R4s would be currently 
effective. 

0183 The primary router R1p and the secondary router 
R1s are manager routers to the primary router R2p and the 
secondary router R2s, so that the primary router R1p and the 
secondary router R1s manage the primary router R2p and the 
secondary router R2s. Each of the primary router R1p and the 
secondary router R1s periodically sends the following 
respective informations to each of the primary router R2p and 
the secondary router R2s. The respective informations from 
the primary router R1p and the secondary router R1s to the 
primary router R2p and the secondary router R2s include 
respective primary flags which separately indicate that the 
primary router R2p should be selected or not and that the 
secondary router R2s should be selected or not. If the primary 
flag is ON, this means that the router be selected. If the 
primary flag is OFF, this means that the router be unselected. 
0184 The primary router R2p and the secondary router 
R2S are manager routers to the primary router R4p and the 
secondary router R4s, so that the primary router R2p and the 
secondary router R2S manage the primary router R4p and the 
secondary router R4s. Each of the primary router R2p and the 
secondary router R2s periodically sends the following 
respective informations to each of the primary router R4p and 
the secondary router R4s. The respective informations from 
the primary router R1p and the secondary router R1s to the 
primary router R2p and the secondary router R2s include 
respective primary flags which separately indicate that the 
primary router R2p should be selected or not and that the 
secondary router R2s should be selected or not. If the primary 
flag is ON, this means that the router be selected. If the 
primary flag is OFF, this means that the router be unselected. 
0185. For example, the primary router R1p periodically 
sends the primary router R2p the information that the primary 
flag is ON, whereby the primary router R2p is selected to 
provide the communication route. The primary router R1p 
also periodically sends the secondary router R2s the informa 
tion that the primary flag is OFF, whereby the secondary 
router R2s is unselected to provide no communication route. 
The selected primary router R2p further periodically sends 
the primary router R4p the information that the primary flag 
is ON, whereby the primary router R4p is selected to provide 
the communication route. The selected primary router R2p 
further periodically sends the secondary router R4s the infor 
mation that the primary flag is OFF, whereby the secondary 
router R4s is unselected to provide no communication route. 
The unselected secondary router R2s periodically sends the 
primary router R4s and the secondary router R4s the infor 
mation that the primary flag is OFF. The unselected secondary 
router R1s periodically sends the primary router R2S and the 
secondary router R2s the information that the primary flag is 
OFF. 

0186 The informations including the primary flag are 
transmitted between the upper level routers and the lower 
level routers for selecting the routers which provide the com 
munication route between the host network 1 and the base 
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stations BS, whereby the available communication route can 
be established based on the informations including the pri 
mary flags. 
0187. The mobile host MH establishes a link to any one of 
the base stations BS1-BS8, and then sends the position 
recording message to the linked base station, so that the 
position recording message is transferred from the linked 
base station through the routers from the lowest level to the 
highest level, thereby establishing the communication route 
between the host network 1 and the linked base station. The 
lower level routers send the same position recording message 
to all of the paired higher level routers which manage the 
lower level routers and provide the same communication 
rOute. 

0188 FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrative of operations 
of the novel mobile communication network of FIG. 9, 
wherein all of the primary and secondary routers are opera 
tional. The mobile host MH has established a link to the base 
station BS2, and the mobile host MH sends the position 
recording message to the base station BS2 in a first step (1). 
The base station BS2 transfers the position recording mes 
sage to both the primary router R4p and the secondary router 
R4s which provides the same communication route in a sec 
ond step (2) and (2). The primary router R4p and the second 
ary router R4s update the routing information themselves 
based on the received position recording message. 
0189 The primary router R4p has already received, from 
the primary router R2p, the information that the primary flag 
is ON, whereby the primary router R4p has already been 
selected. The secondary router R4s has already received, 
from the primary router R2p, the information that the primary 
flag is OFF, whereby the secondary router R4s has been 
unselected. 
0190. The primary router R4p transfers the position 
recording message to both the primary router R2p and the 
secondary router R2s which provides the same communica 
tion route in a third step (3) and (3'). Since the secondary 
router R4s has been unselected, then the secondary router R4s 
does not transfer the position recording message. The primary 
router R2p and the secondary router R2s update the routing 
information themselves based on the received position 
recording message. 
0191 The primary router R2p has already received, from 
the primary router R1p, the information that the primary flag 
is ON, whereby the primary router R2p has already been 
selected. The secondary router R2S has already received, 
from the primary router R1p, the information that the primary 
flag is OFF, whereby the secondary router R2S has been 
unselected. 
0.192 The primary router R2p transfers the position 
recording message to both the primary router R1p and the 
secondary router R1s which provides the same communica 
tion route in a fourth step (4) and (4). Since the secondary 
router R2S has been unselected, then the secondary router R2s 
does not transfer the position recording message. The primary 
router R1p and the secondary router R1s update the routing 
information themselves based on the received position 
recording message. 
0193 As a result, a primary communication route can be 
established which includes the primary router R1p, the pri 
mary router R2p, the primary router R4p, and the base station 
BS2. 

0194 FIG. 12 is a block diagram illustrative of operations 
of the novel mobile communication network of FIG. 9, 
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wherein one of the primary routers becomes trouble and 
inoperational. If the primary router R2p becomes trouble and 
inoperational, then the troubled primary router R2p does not 
transfer the messages to the upper level primary and second 
ary routers R1p and R1s and the lower level primary and 
secondary routers R4p and R4s, whereby the above primary 
communication route becomes no longer available. 
0.195 FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrative of operations 
of the novel mobile communication network of FIG. 9, 
wherein one of the secondary routers is selected alternative to 
the troubled primary router for allowing continuous commu 
nication. The troubled primary router R2p does not transfer 
the message, and the unselected secondary router R2S does 
not transfer the message. After the selected primary router 
R1p has not received any messages from the troubled primary 
router R2p and the unselected secondary router R2s during a 
predetermined time period, then the selected primary router 
R1p judges that the primary router R2p has been troubled and 
inoperational. The selected primary router R1p starts to peri 
odically send the unselected secondary router R2s the infor 
mation that the primary flag is ON, whereby the secondary 
router R2s is selected and becomes operational to provide the 
communication route instead of the troubled primary router 
R2p. Since the secondary router R2s have already had the 
same routing information as the primary router R2p, the 
secondary router R2s is operational to provide the communi 
cation route immediately after the secondary router R2S has 
been selected by the primary router R1p. As a result, an 
alternating communication route can immediately be estab 
lished which includes the primary router R1p, the secondary 
router R2s, the primary router R4p and the base station BS2. 
whereby the continuous communication between the mobile 
host MH linked to the base station BS2 and the host network 
1 can be realized. 
0196. As described above, in accordance with the second 
embodiment of the present invention, if at least any one of the 
primary routers Rinp on the already established communica 
tion route becomes once trouble and inoperational and the 
communication route becomes lost, then the paired second 
ary router Rns making the pair with the troubled primary 
router Rinp is selected by the upper level selected router man 
aging those routers and becomes operational alternative to the 
troubled primary router Rinp, whereby the newly selected 
secondary router Rns provides the same communication 
route for allowing the continuation of the current communi 
cation between the mobile host MH and the host network 1. 
0.197 Further, it is not required that the plural mobile hosts 
MH transmit respective plural position recording messages 
which are transferred through the hierarchy-networked rout 
ers Rn to the host network 1 for re-establishment of the 
communication route. It appear that the upper level router 
does not receive many position recording messages from the 
plural mobile hosts MH for re-establishment of the commu 
nication route, resulting in no problem with the increase in the 
load to the upper level router. 
(0198 The number of hierarchy of the routers in the mobile 
communication network, the number of the base stations BS, 
and the number of the mobile host MH may be optional. 

Third Embodiment 

0199. A third embodiment according to the present inven 
tion will be described in detail with reference to the drawings. 
FIG. 14 is a block diagram illustrative of a novel mobile 
communication networkina third embodiment in accordance 
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with the present invention. This mobile communication net 
work is generally used for a management system for manag 
ing positions of mobile telephones or automatic cars. This 
mobile communication network utilizes transmission control 
protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP) for realizing a packet 
communication. 

0200. As shown in FIG. 14, the mobile communication 
network includes a host network 1, plural routers Rin' 
(n=1-7), base stations BS1-BS8, and a mobile host MH. The 
host network 1 may comprise a wide area network Such as 
internet. The routers Rin' provide multi-point connections 
between the host network 1 and the base stations BS1-BS8. 
The routers Rin' form a hierarchical network structure 
between the host network 1 and the base stations BS1-BS8. 
The router R1' is highest level router. The routers R2 and R3' 
are middle level routers which are connected to the router R1' 
and dominated by the router R1. The routers R4', R5, R6 and 
R7" are lowest level routers, wherein the routers R4', R5, R6 
and R7" are bicast routers. The bicast routers R4' and R5 are 
connected to the router R2 and dominated by the router R2', 
whilst the bicast routers R6' and R7" are connected to the 
router R3' and dominated by the router R3'. The base stations 
BS1 and BS2 are connected to the bicast router R4' and 
dominated by the bicast router R4'. The base stations BS3 and 
BS4 are connected to the bicast router R5 and dominated by 
the bicast router R5'. The base Stations BS5 and BS6 are 
connected to the bicast router R6' and dominated by the bicast 
router R6'. The base stations BS7 and BS8 are connected to 
the bicast router R7" and dominated by the bicast router R7". 
0201 Each of the bicast routers R4", R5, R6 and R7" also 
has additional informations about adjacent base stations to 
the corresponding base station managed by them. For 
example, the bicast router R4' manages the base stations BS1 
and BS2. The bicast router R4' has informations that the base 
station BS2 is adjacent to the base station BS1, and the base 
stations BS1 and BS3 are adjacent to the base station BS2. 
The bicast router R5 manages the base stations BS3 and BS4. 
The bicast router R5" has informations that the base stations 
BS2 and BS4 are adjacent to the base station BS3, and the 
base stations BS3 and BS5 are adjacent to the base station 
BS4. The bicast router R6' manages the base stations BS5 and 
BS6. The bicast router R6' has informations that the base 
stations BS4 and BS6 are adjacent to the base station BS5. 
and the base stations BS5 and BS7 are adjacent to the base 
station BS6. The bicast router R7" manages the base stations 
BS7 and BS8. The bicast router R7" has informations that the 
base stations BS6 and BS8 are adjacent to the base station 
BS7, and the base station BS7 is adjacent to the base station 
BS8. 

0202 Each of the bicast routers R4', R5, R6 and R7 
transmits the packet not only to the base station BSn which 
has been linked to the mobile host MH at a time when the 
packet has been transmitted from the host network 1 but also 
one or more unlinked base stations BSn adjacent to the above 
linked base station BSn, wherein the unlinked base station 
BSn has been unlinked at the above time. Namely, not only 
the linked base stations BSn but also the unlinked base sta 
tions BSn adjacent to the linked base station BSn have the 
same packet from the bicast router Rn'. If the mobile host MH 
moves from the radio area managed by the linked base station 
BSn to an adjacent radio area managed by the unlinked base 
station adjacent to the linked base station BSn, then the 
mobile host MH loses the link to the originally linked base 
station BSn and establishes a new link to the adjacent base 
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station BSn to the originally linked base station BSn. As 
described above, however, not only the past-linked base sta 
tion BSn but also the newly linked base station BSn have the 
same packet from the bicast router Rn. For this reason, the 
mobile host MH could receive the packet from the newly 
linked base station BSn but not from the past-linked base 
station BSn. 
0203 For example, as shown in FIG. 14, the mobile host 
MH has originally been linked to the base station BS2, and the 
original communication route has been established which 
includes the host network 1, the router R1", the router R2', the 
router R4', and the base station BS2. In this state, the packet is 
transferred from the host network 1 through the router R1", the 
router R2, and the bicast router R4' to the base station BS2 
linked to the mobile host MH in the sequential steps (1), (2), 
(3') and (4) and further the packet is transferred from the 
bicast router R4' through the router R2 and the router R5' to 
the base station BS3 in the sequential steps (5') and (6'). 
0204. In detail, the router R1' receives the packet from the 
host network 1. The router R1 transfers the packet to the 
router R2 in the first step (1"). The router R2' transfers the 
packet to the bicast router R4 in the second step (2). The 
bicast router R4' transfers the packet to the base station BS2 in 
the third step (3'). The base station BS2 transmits the packet 
to the mobile host MH in the fourth step (4). The bicast router 
R4' further transfers the packet through the router R2 to the 
router R5 in the fifth step (5'). The router R5' transfers the 
packet to the base station BS3 in the sixth step (6'), wherein 
the base station BS3 is adjacent to the base station BS2 linked 
to the mobile host MH. The base station BS3 transmits the 
received packet to the mobile host MH in the seventh step (7"). 
0205 FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrative of operation 
of the novel mobile communication network of FIG. 14, when 
the mobile host MH moves to the adjacent radio area. If the 
mobile host MH moves from the original radio area managed 
by the base station BS2 to an adjacent radio area managed by 
the adjacent base station BS3 to the base station BS2. 
whereby the base station BS3 establishes a link to the mobile 
host MH based on the received position recording massage 
from the mobile host MH. 

0206. The base station BS2, which has received the packet 
from the bicast router R4', has already been unavailable to 
transmit the received packet to the mobile host MH since the 
mobile host MH has already been absent in the radio area 
managed by the base station BS2. The base station BD3, 
which has received the packet from the bicast router R5", has 
already been available to transmit the received packet to the 
mobile host MH since the mobile host MH has already been 
present in the radio area managed by the base station BS3, and 
has already established the link to the mobile host MH. 
0207 Even if the movement of the mobile host MH from 
the radio area managed by the base station BS2 to the adjacent 
radio area managed by the base station BS3 appears during 
the transfer of the packet through the mobile communication 
network or after the packet has been transmitted from the host 
network 1 and before the packet reaches the base station BS2. 
then the mobile host MH surely receives the packet from the 
base station BS3 because the bicast router R4' not only has 
transferred the packet to the base station BS2 managed by the 
bicast router R4' but also has transferred the packet through 
the router R2 and the router R5' to the base Station BS3 
adjacent to the base station BS2. 
0208 Accordingly, the above novel mobile communica 
tion network including the bicast routers in the lowest level in 
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hierarchical network structure of the routers always transfers 
the packet to not only the originally-linked base station BS2 
but also the originally-unlinked base station BS3 adjacent to 
the originally-linked base station BS2, whereby if the move 
ment of the mobile host MH from the radio area managed by 
the base station BS2 to the adjacentradio area managed by the 
base station BS3 appears during the transfer of the packet 
through the mobile communication network or after the 
packet has been transmitted from the host network 1 and 
before the packet reaches the base station BS2, then the 
mobile host MH surely receives the packet from the base 
station BS3 because the bicast router R4' not only has trans 
ferred the packet to the base station BS2 managed by the 
bicast router R4' but also has transferred the packet through 
the router R2 and the router R5' to the base Station BS3 
adjacent to the base station BS2. 
0209. In accordance with the above-described novel 
mobile communication network, the bicast routers are selec 
tively provided only at the lowest level of the hierarchical 
network structure of the routers, wherein the routers con 
nected directly to the base stations become the bicast routers, 
so that the bicast operations of the packets are conducted only 
at the lowest level of the hierarchical network structure of the 
routers. This makes the host network 1 free from the require 
ment for controlling the bicast operations, whereby the load 
to the host network 1 can be reduced. 

0210. The hierarchical network structure of the routers 
simples the routing informations and inter-relationship 
between adjacent base stations and respective hierarchical 
levels of the routers. Respective loads to the routers for man 
aging those informations can be reduced. 
0211. The hierarchical-level of the bicast or multicast 
routers would basically be optional. Notwithstanding, in 
accordance with the embodiment described above, the bicast 
routers are selectively provided only at the lowest level of the 
hierarchical network structure of the routers. Thus, the bicast 
router R4' additionally transfers the packet through the higher 
level router R2 and the bicast router R5' to the base station 
BS3 adjacent to the base station BS2 managed by the bicast 
router R4'. In view of possible reduction to the traffic mount 
of the packets, it is possible that the middle level routers R2 
and R3' become the bicast routers in place of the lowest level 
routers R4', R5, R6' and R7", because the middle level router 
R2 indirectly mages both the adjacent two radio areas 
directly covered by the adjacent two base stations BS2 and 
BS3. 

0212. The mobile communication network of this third 
embodiment is free from any requirement for complicated 
control processes to the communication routing, for which 
reason the load to the each router can be reduced. 

0213. The number of hierarchy of the routers in the mobile 
communication network, the number of the base stations BS, 
and the number of the mobile host MH may be optional. 

Fourth Embodiment 

0214. A fourth embodiment according to the present 
invention will be described in detail with reference to the 
drawings. FIG. 16 is a block diagram illustrative of a novel 
mobile communication network in a fourth embodiment in 
accordance with the present invention. This mobile commu 
nication network is generally used for a management system 
for managing positions of mobile telephones or automatic 
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cars. This mobile communication network utilizes transmis 
sion control protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP) for realizing 
a packet communication. 
0215. As shown in FIG. 16, the mobile communication 
network includes a host network 1, plural routers Rin" 
(n=1-7), base stations BS1-BS8, and a mobile host MH. The 
host network 1 may comprise a wide area network Such as 
internet. The routers Rin" provide multi-point connections 
between the host network 1 and the base stations BS1-BS8. 
The routers Rin" form a hierarchical network structure 
between the host network 1 and the base stations BS1-BS8. 
The router R1" is highest level router. The routers R2" and 
R3" are middle level routers which are connected to the router 
R1" and dominated by the router R1". The routers R2" and 
R3" are bicast routers. The routers R4", R5", R6" and R7" are 
lowest level routers. The routers R4" and R5" are connected to 
the bicast router R2" and dominated by the bicast router R2", 
whilst the routers R6" and R7" are connected to the bicast 
router R3" and dominated by the bicast router R3". The base 
stations BS1 and BS2 are connected to the router R4" and 
dominated by the router R4". The base stations BS3 and BS4 
are connected to the router R5" and dominated by the router 
R5". The base Stations BS5 and BS6 are connected to the 
router R6" and dominated by the router R6". The base stations 
BS7 and BS8 are connected to the router R7" and dominated 
by the router R7". 
0216. In this fourth embodiment, the bicast routers are the 
routers which indirectly manage both the originally linked 
base station BSn to the mobile host MH and the originally 
unlinked base station BSn adjacent to the originally linked 
base station BSn, wherein each of the bicast routers is posi 
tioned on a branch point of both an original communication 
route between the host network 1 and the originally linked 
base station BSn and an adjacent communication route 
between the host network 1 and the originally unlinked base 
station BSnadjacent to the originally linked base station BSn. 
0217. In this embodiment, each of the middle level routers 
R2" and R3" is positioned on a branch point of both an 
original communication route between the host network 1 
and the originally linked base station BSn and an adjacent 
communication route between the host network 1 and the 
originally unlinked base station BSn adjacent to the originally 
linked base station BSn. For this reason, the middle level 
routers R2" and R3" become the bicast routers. 

0218. Therefore, a retrieval is made to the router which is 
positioned at the branch point of both the original communi 
cation route between the host network 1 and the originally 
linked base station BSn and the adjacent communication 
route between the host network 1 and the originally unlinked 
base station BSn adjacent to the originally linked base station 
BSn. The retrieved router acts as the bicast router which 
performs the bicast of the received packet, wherein the bicast 
router transfers the packet not only to the originally linked 
base station BSn which has already been linked to the mobile 
host MH but also to the originally unlinked base station BSn 
adjacent to the originally linked base station BSn. 
0219. The detailed descriptions will be made with refer 
ence to FIG. 16. The mobile host MH is present in the radio 
area covered by the base station BS2 which has originally 
been linked to the mobile host MH. The base station BS2 
corresponds to the originally linked base station. The base 
station BS3 is positioned adjacent to the originally linked 
base station BS2. This base station BS3 has been unlinked to 
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the mobile host MH. This base station BS3 corresponds to the 
originally unlinked base station adjacent to the originally 
linked base station BS2. 

0220. The mobile host MH transmits a position recording 
message to the originally linked base station BS2 in the first 
step (1). The originally linked base station BS2 transmits the 
received position recording message to the router R4" which 
manages the originally linked base station BS2 in the second 
step (2). The router R4" updates the routing information itself 
based on the received position recording message. The router 
R4" also confirm whether the router R4" is available or 
unavailable to manage the originally unlinked base station 
BS3 adjacent to the originally linked base station BS2 based 
on the received position recording message. Since the router 
R4" is unavailable to manage the originally unlinked base 
station BS3, the router R4" sends the bicast router R2" not 
only the received position recording message but also a 
branch point retrieving message for retrieving a branch point 
of both an original communication route between the host 
network 1 and the originally linked base station BS2 and an 
adjacent communication route between the host network 1 
and the originally unlinked base station BS3 adjacent to the 
originally linked base station BS2 in the third step (3). 
0221) The bicast router R2" updates the routing informa 
tion itself based on the received position recording message. 
The bicast router R2" also confirm whether the bicast router 
R2" is available or unavailable to manage the originally 
unlinked base station BS3 adjacent to the originally linked 
base station BS2 based on the received position recording 
message. Since the bicast router R2" is available to manage 
the originally unlinked base station BS3, the bicast router R2" 
incorporates the routing information with the effect that the 
bicast router R2" performs the bicast operation. The bicast 
router R2" transfers the position recording message to the 
router R1" in the fourth step (4). The bicast router R2" further 
sends an adjacent communication route establishing message 
to the router R5" managing the originally unlinked base sta 
tion BS3 adjacent to the originally linked base station BS2. 
wherein the adjacent communication route establishing mes 
sage is to additionally establish an adjacent communication 
route between the host network 1 and the originally unlinked 
base station BS3 adjacent to the originally linked base station 
BS2 in the fifth step (5). 
0222. The router R1" updates the routing information 
itself based on the received position recording message, 
whereby an original communication route as a primary com 
munication route is established, which includes the router 
R1", the bicast router R2", the router R4" and the originally 
linked base station BS2. The router R5" newly establishes a 
new communication route to the originally unlinked base 
station BS3 adjacent to the originally linked base station BS2. 
based on the received adjacent communication route estab 
lishing message. As a result, the adjacent communication 
route is established which includes the router R1", the bicast 
router R2", the router R5" and the originally unlinked base 
station BS3 adjacent to the originally linked base station BS2. 
0223 FIG. 17 is a block diagram illustrative of operations 
of the packet transfer in the mobile communication network 
of FIG. 16. Since both the original communication route and 
the adjacent communication route have been established, 
then the packet supplied from the host network 1 is trans 
ferred through both the original communication route and the 
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adjacent communication route to the originally linked base 
station BS2 and the originally unlinked base station BS3 
respectively. 
0224. The router R1" receives the packet from the host 
network 1 and transfers the received packet to the bicast 
router R2" in the first step (1"). The bicast router R2" transfers 
the received packet to both the router R4" and the router R5" 
through the original communication route and the adjacent 
communication route respectively in the second and firth 
steps (2) and (5'). The router R4" transfers the received packet 
to the originally linked base station BS2 linked to the mobile 
host MH through the original communication route in the 
third step (3'). The router R5" transfers the received packet to 
the originally unlinked base station BS3 through the adjacent 
communication route in the sixth step (6'). 
0225. If the mobile host MH moves from the original radio 
area managed by the originally linked base station BS2 to the 
adjacent radio area managed by the originally unlinked base 
station BS3 adjacent to the originally linked base station BS2. 
then the originally linked base station BS2 loses the link to the 
mobile host MH, whereby the originally linked base station 
BS2 becomes the past-linked base station or the currently 
unlinked base station. The originally unlinked base station 
BS3 establishes a new link to the mobile host MH, whereby 
the originally unlinked base station BS3 becomes the newly 
linked base station. The base station BS2 has become unavail 
able to transmit the packet to the mobile host MH because the 
mobile host MH has already been absent in the original radio 
area managed by the base station BS2. However, the base 
station BS3 adjacent to the base station BS2 has the link to the 
mobile host MH which has been present in the adjacent radio 
area managed by the base station BS3. The adjacent base 
station BS3 has already become available to transmit the 
packet to the mobile host MH. For this reason, the mobile host 
MH present in the adjacentradio area could receive the packet 
from the adjacent base station BS3. 
0226. The original communication route, which includes 
the router R1", the bicast router R2", the router R4" and the 
base station BS2, has become the subordinate or secondary 
communication path. The adjacent communication route, 
which includes the router R1", the bicast router R2", the 
router R5" and the base station BS3, has become the main or 
primary communication path. 
0227 Even if the movement of the mobile host MH from 
the radio area managed by the base station BS2 to the adjacent 
radio area managed by the base station BS3 appears during 
the transfer of the packet through the mobile communication 
network or after the packet has been transmitted from the host 
network 1 and before the packet reaches the base station BS2. 
then the mobile host MH surely receives the packet from the 
base station BS3 because the bicast router R2 not only has 
transferred the packet to the base station BS2 managed by the 
router R4' but also has transferred the packet to the base 
station BS3 adjacent to the base station BS2. 
0228. Accordingly, the above novel mobile communica 
tion network includes the bicast routers which are positioned 
at the branch points of both the original communication route 
between the host network 1 and the originally linked base 
station BSn and the adjacent communication route between 
the host network 1 and the originally unlinked base station 
BSn adjacent to the originally linked base station BSn. The 
bicast router positioned at the communication route branch 
point always transfers the packet to not only the originally 
linked base station BS2 but also the originally-unlinked base 
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station BS3 adjacent to the originally-linked base station 
BS2, whereby if the movement of the mobile host MH from 
the radio area managed by the base station BS2 to the adjacent 
radio area managed by the base station BS3 appears during 
the transfer of the packet through the mobile communication 
network or after the packet has been transmitted from the host 
network 1 and before the packet reaches the base station BS2. 
then the mobile host MH surely receives the packet from the 
base station BS3 because the bicast router R2" not only has 
transferred the packet to the base station BS2 but also has 
transferred the packet to the base station BS3 adjacent to the 
base station BS2. 
0229. The bicast router positioned at the communication 
route branch point reduces the probability of packet loss. The 
bicast router positioned at the communication route branch 
point also reduces the amount of traffic of the packet as 
compared to the above-described third embodiment. 
0230. In accordance with this fourth embodiment, as 
described above, the bicast router further sends an adjacent 
communication route establishing message to the lower level 
router managing the originally unlinked base station adjacent 
to the originally linked base station, in order to additionally 
establish the adjacent communication route between the host 
network and the originally unlinked base station adjacent to 
the originally linked base station. Notwithstanding, it is pos 
sible modify the above structure as follows. 
0231. The bicast router does not establish the above adja 
cent communication route. The bicast router adds the 
received packet addressed to the mobile host MH with an 
adjacent address to the adjacent base station for changing a 
destination of the packet in order to transfer the destination 
changed packet to the adjacent base station only without 
transferring the packet to the originally linked base station. 
This modification may reduce the traffic amount. It is effec 
tive to design this modified communication network option 
ally in consideration of the acceptable traffic capacity of the 
network. 
0232 Further, the lowest level router R4" sends the higher 
level router R2" the branch point retrieving message for 
retrieving the branch point of both the original communica 
tion route between the host network 1 and the originally 
linked base station BS2 and the adjacent communication 
route between the host network 1 and the originally unlinked 
base station BS3 adjacent to the originally linked base station 
BS2. 

0233. It is possible as a modification that the mobile host 
MH transmits the branch point retrieving message through 
the base station BSn to the routers Rn. In this modification, 
the mobile host MH measures the intensity of each of respec 
tive radio waves transmitted from the other base stations than 
the originally linked base station BS2, so that the base station 
transmitting the most intensive radio wave is defined to be the 
adjacent base station. The mobile host MH transmits a branch 
point retrieving message for retrieving a branch point of both 
the original communication route between the host network 1 
and the originally linked base station and an adjacent com 
munication route between the host network 1 and the defined 
adjacent base station. 
0234. If the mobile host further moves and other base 
station than the defined adjacent base station becomes trans 
mitting the most intensive radio wave, then the mobile host 
MH further transmits a new branch point retrieving message 
for newly retrieving a new branch point of both the current 
communication route between the host network 1 and the 
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currently linked base station and a new adjacent communica 
tion route between the host network 1 and the newly defined 
adjacent base station, instead of the past-defined adjacent 
base station. 
0235. In addition to the above transmission of the new 
branch point retrieving message, the mobile host MH further 
more transmits abicast release message to the currently bicast 
router R2". The currently bicast router R2" receives the bicast 
release message from the mobile host MH, and the currently 
bicast router R2" becomes normal or unicast router which 
transfers the packet along the primary communication route 
only, unless the currently bicast router R2" remains still posi 
tioned at the new branch point of the current communication 
route and the new adjacent communication route. If the cur 
rently bicast router R2" remains still positioned at the new 
branch point of the current communication route and the new 
adjacent communication route, then, of course, the currently 
bicast router R2" remains acting as the bicast router even 
receipt of the bicast release message from the mobile host 
MH. This modified structure is effective in case that the 
adjacent base station is likely to be changed frequently. 
0236. The number of hierarchy of the routers in the mobile 
communication network, the number of the base stations BS, 
and the number of the mobile host MH may be optional. 

Fifth Embodiment 

0237 A fifth embodiment according to the present inven 
tion will be described in detail with reference to the drawings. 
As described in the third and fourth embodiments, the bicast 
system is effective to reduce the probability of the packet loss 
upon the movement of the mobile host MH to the adjacent 
radio area. However, the problem with the packet loss may be 
raised if the same packets are transmitted from the adjacent 
two base stations at the timing when the mobile host MH 
moves across the boundary area between the adjacent radio 
areas, whereby the packet-transport performance of the net 
work is reduced. The present fifth embodiment is to solve 
these problem and surely prevent the packet loss even if the 
same packets are transmitted from the adjacent two base 
stations at the timing when the mobile host MH moves across 
the boundary area between the adjacent radio areas. 
0238. The mobile communication network of this fifth 
embodiment is different from the mobile communication net 
work of the above fourth embodiment only in the base sta 
tions. FIG. 18 is a block diagram illustrative of a novel mobile 
communication network in a fifth embodiment in accordance 
with the present invention. This mobile communication net 
work is generally used for a management system for manag 
ing positions of mobile telephones or automatic cars. This 
mobile communication network utilizes transmission control 
protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP) for realizing a packet 
communication. 
0239. As shown in FIG. 18, the mobile communication 
network includes a host network 1, plural routers Rin" 
(n=1-7), base stations BS1'-BS8', and a mobile host MH. 
The host network 1 may comprise a wide area network Such 
as internet. The routers Rin" provide multi-point connections 
between the host network 1 and the base stations BS1'-BS8'. 
The routers Rin" form a hierarchical network structure 
between the host network 1 and the base stations BS1'-BS8'. 
The router R1" is highest level router. The routers R2" and 
R3" are middle level routers which are connected to the router 
R1" and dominated by the router R1". The routers R2" and 
R3" are bicast routers. The routers R4", R5", R6" and R7" are 
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lowest level routers. The routers R4" and R5" are connected to 
the bicast router R2" and dominated by the bicast router R2", 
whilst the routers R6" and R7" are connected to the bicast 
router R3" and dominated by the bicast router R3". The base 
stations BS1' and BS2' are connected to the router R4" and 
dominated by the router R4". The base stations BS3' and BS4 
are connected to the router R5" and dominated by the router 
R5". The base Stations BS5" and BS6' are connected to the 
router R6" and dominated by the router R6". The base stations 
BS7" and BS8' are connected to the router R7" and dominated 
by the router R7". 
0240. In this fifth embodiment, the bicast routers are the 
routers which indirectly manage both the originally linked 
base station BSn' to the mobile host MH and the originally 
unlinked base station BSn' adjacent to the originally linked 
base station BSn", wherein each of the bicast routers is posi 
tioned on a branch point of both an original communication 
route between the host network 1 and the originally linked 
base station BSn' and an adjacent communication route 
between the host network 1 and the originally unlinked base 
station BSn' adjacent to the originally linked base station 
BSn. 

0241. In this embodiment, each of the middle level routers 
R2" and R3" is positioned on a branch point of both an 
original communication route between the host network 1 
and the originally linked base station BSn' and an adjacent 
communication route between the host network 1 and the 
originally unlinked base station BSn' adjacent to the origi 
nally linked base station BSn'. For this reason, the middle 
level routers R2" and R3" become the bicast routers. 
0242. Therefore, a retrieval is made to the router which is 
positioned at the branch point of both the original communi 
cation route between the host network 1 and the originally 
linked base station BSn' and the adjacent communication 
route between the host network 1 and the originally unlinked 
base station BSn'adjacent to the originally linked base station 
BSn'. The retrieved router acts as the bicast router which 
performs the bicast of the received packet, wherein the bicast 
router transfers the packet not only to the originally linked 
base station BSn' which has already been linked to the mobile 
host MH but also to the originally unlinked base station BSn' 
adjacent to the originally linked base station BSn'. 
0243 Each of the base stations BS1'-BS8 further has an 
additional function of queuing the packet, provided that the 
base station BSn' is positioned on at a terminal of the adjacent 
communication route, in order to prevent the originally linked 
base station and the adjacent base station from concurrently 
transmitting the same packets. The adjacent base station 
queues the packet until the mobile host MH has become 
present in the adjacent radio area and sends the adjacent base 
station a notice that the mobile host MH has become present 
in the adjacent radio area. After the adjacent base station 
receives this notice from the mobile host MH, then the adja 
cent base station transmits the packet to the mobile host MH. 
As a result, the mobile host MH could surely receive the 
packet from the adjacent base station after the mobile host 
MH has entered into the adjacent radio area, even the packet 
was also transmitted from the originally linked base station at 
the timing when the mobile host MH moved across the 
boundary area between the adjacent radio areas. 
0244. In this embodiment, each of the middle level routers 
R2" and R3" is positioned on a branch point of both an 
original communication route between the host network 1 
and the originally linked base station BSn' and an adjacent 
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communication route between the host network 1 and the 
originally unlinked base station BSn' adjacent to the origi 
nally linked base station BSn'. For this reason, the middle 
level routers R2" and R3" become the bicast routers. 

0245. Therefore, a retrieval is made to the router which is 
positioned at the branch point of both the original communi 
cation route between the host network 1 and the originally 
linked base station BSn' and the adjacent communication 
route between the host network 1 and the originally unlinked 
base station BSn'adjacent to the originally linked base station 
BSn'. The retrieved router acts as the bicast router which 
performs the bicast of the received packet, wherein the bicast 
router transfers the packet not only to the originally linked 
base station BSn' which has already been linked to the mobile 
host MH but also to the originally unlinked base station BSn' 
adjacent to the originally linked base station BSn". 
0246 The mobile host MH transmits a position recording 
message to the originally linked base station BS2'. The origi 
nally linked base station BS2' transmits the received position 
recording message to the router R4" which manages the origi 
nally linked base station BS2'. The router R4" updates the 
routing information itself based on the received position 
recording message. The router R4" also confirms whether the 
router R4" is available or unavailable to manage the originally 
unlinked base station BS3' adjacent to the originally linked 
base station BS2' based on the received position recording 
message. Since the router R4" is unavailable to manage the 
originally unlinked base station BS3, the router R4" sends the 
bicast router R2" not only the received position recording 
message but also a branch point retrieving message for 
retrieving a branch point of both an original communication 
route between the host network 1 and the originally linked 
base station BS2" and an adjacent communication route 
between the host network 1 and the originally unlinked base 
station BS3' adjacent to the originally linked base station 
BS2. 

0247 The bicast router R2" updates the routing informa 
tion itself based on the received position recording message. 
The bicast router R2" also confirm whether the bicast router 
R2" is available or unavailable to manage the originally 
unlinked base station BS3' adjacent to the originally linked 
base station BS2' based on the received position recording 
message. Since the bicast router R2" is available to manage 
the originally unlinked base station BS3", the bicast router 
R2" incorporates the routing information with the effect that 
the bicast router R2" performs the bicast operation. The bicast 
router R2" transfers the position recording message to the 
router R1". The bicast router R2" further sends an adjacent 
communication route establishing message to the router R5" 
managing the originally unlinked base station BS3' adjacent 
to the originally linked base station BS2', wherein the adja 
cent communication route establishing message is to addi 
tionally establish an adjacent communication route between 
the host network 1 and the originally unlinked base station 
BS3' adjacent to the originally linked base station BS2'. 
0248. The router R1" updates the routing information 
itself based on the received position recording message, 
whereby an original communication route as a primary com 
munication route is established, which includes the router 
R1", the bicast router R2", the router R4" and the originally 
linked base station BS2'. The router R5" newly establishes a 
new communication route to the originally unlinked base 
station BS3' adjacent to the originally linked base station 
BS2', based on the received adjacent communication route 
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establishing message. As a result, the adjacent communica 
tion route is established which includes the router R1", the 
bicast router R2", the router R5" and the originally unlinked 
base station BS3'adjacent to the originally linked base station 
BS2. 

0249 Since both the original communication route and the 
adjacent communication route have been established, then 
the packet supplied from the host network 1 is transferred 
through both the original communication route and the adja 
cent communication route to the originally linked base station 
BS2 and the originally unlinked base station BS3' respec 
tively, wherein the originally unlinked base station BS3' posi 
tioned at the terminal of the adjacent communication route 
queues the packet. 
0250 In addition to the above description about operation 
of the above bicast router R2", the bicast router R2" further 
adds the received packet with a transmission sequence label 
which indicates a sequence of transmission of the packet, 
before the bicast router R2" sends the packet with the trans 
mission sequence label to the routers R4" and R5". The bicast 
router R2" puts a label value as the transmission sequence 
label on a flow label field oran option field of a header format 
of the packet. The label value distinguishes the sequence in 
transmission of the packet. The label values may comprise 
continuous values, for example, 100, 101, 102. - - - or dis 
continuous values 100, 105, 110, 1150, - - - . 
0251. If the mobile host MH moves from the original radio 
area managed by the originally linked base station BS2' to the 
adjacent radio area managed by the originally unlinked base 
station BS3' adjacent to the originally linked base station 
BS2', then the originally linked base station BS2 loses the 
link to the mobile host MH, whereby the originally linked 
base station BS2' becomes the past-linked base station or the 
currently unlinked base station. The originally unlinked base 
station BS3' establishes a new link to the mobile host MH, 
whereby the originally unlinked base station BS3' becomes 
the newly linked base station. The base station BS2 has 
become unavailable to transmit the packet to the mobile host 
MH because the mobile host MH has already been absent in 
the original radio area managed by the base station BS2'. 
However, the base station BS3' adjacent to the base station 
BS2 has the link to the mobile host MH which has been 
present in the adjacent radio area managed by the base station 
BS3". The adjacent base station BS3' has already become 
available to transmit the packet to the mobile host MH. For 
this reason, the mobile host MH present in the adjacent radio 
area could receive the packet from the adjacent base station 
BS3. 

0252. After the mobile host MH has established the link to 
the base station BS3", then the mobile host MH sends the base 
station BS3' not only the position recording message but also 
the last-received label value which had, in the past, been 
received from the past-linked base station BS2'. The base 
station BS3' receives the last-received label value from the 
mobile host MH, wherein the base station BS3' has currently 
queuing packets. The base station BS3' discards all of the 
packets having label values which are lower than the last 
received label value from the mobile host MH, and the base 
station BS3' sends the mobile host MH the residual queuing 
packets having label values equal to or higher than the last 
received label value after the mobile host MH has entered into 
the radio area managed by the newly linked base station BS3. 
0253 As a result, even if the movement of the mobile host 
MH from the radio area managed by the base station BS2' to 
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the adjacent radio area managed by the base station BS3' 
appears during the transmission of the packet from the origi 
nally linked base station BS2, then the base station BS3' 
queues the received packet. After the mobile host MH has 
entered into the adjacent radio area managed by the base 
station BS3", then the base station BS3' receives the label 
value from the mobile host MH, whereby the base station 
BS3' selectively discards the queuing packets based on the 
received label value, so that the base station BS3' sends the 
residual queuing packet to the mobile host MH. Therefore, no 
packet loss appears in any conditions, and a desirable high 
throughout of the mobile communication hierarchical net 
work can be obtained. 

0254. In accordance with the above fifth embodiment, the 
base station BSn' at the terminal of the adjacent communica 
tion route performs queuing the packet. It is also possible as 
a modification that the lowest level router on the adjacent 
communication route would perform queuing the packet. For 
example, in place of the base station BS3", then the router 5" 
queues the packet. After the mobile host MH has entered into 
the adjacentradio area managed by the base station BS3", then 
the base station BS3' receives the label value from the mobile 
host MH and transfers the received label value to the router 
5", whereby the router 5" selectively discards the queuing 
packets based on the received label value, so that the router 5" 
sends the residual queuing packet to the base station BS3' and 
the base station BS3' transmits the packet to the mobile host 
MH. Therefore, no packet loss also appears in any conditions, 
and a desirable high throughout of the mobile communication 
hierarchical network can also be obtained. 

0255. The adjacent radio areas are, in general, bounded 
through the overlap boundary area. It is possible that the 
mobile host MH being just present in the overlap boundary 
area between the adjacent radio areas could receive the dupli 
cations of the same packet from both the adjacent base sta 
tions managing the adjacent radio areas. In this case, it is 
preferable that the packet has the label value which indicates 
the transmission sequence of the packet, so that the mobile 
host MH receives the packet with the label value, so that the 
mobile host MH verifies whether the just received packet is 
identical with the already-received packet with reference to 
the label value. If the just received packet is identical with the 
already-received packet, then it is possible that the mobile 
host MH discards the duplicate packet. 
0256 In this fifth embodiment, the hierarchical network of 
the routers is identical with that of the fourth embodiment, 
wherein the bicast routers are the routers R2" and R3" which 
are higher in level than the lowest level routers R4", R5", R6" 
and R7". It is also possible that the hierarchical network of the 
routers is identical with the third embodiment, wherein the 
bicast routers are the lowest level routers R4", R5", R6" and 
R7". 

0257. The number of hierarchy of the routers in the mobile 
communication network, the number of the base stations BS, 
and the number of the mobile host MH may be optional. 
0258 Although the invention has been described above in 
connection with several preferred embodiments therefor, it 
will be appreciated that those embodiments have been pro 
vided solely for illustrating the invention, and notina limiting 
sense. Numerous modifications and Substitutions of equiva 
lent materials and techniques will be readily apparent to those 
skilled in the art after reading the present application, and all 
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Such modifications and Substitutions are expressly under 
stood to fall within the true scope and spirit of the appended 
claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A communication network system comprising: 
a plurality of base stations; and 
a router that transmits a packet with a label value which 

indicates a sequence of transmission of a packet to at 
least one of the plurality of base stations; and 

wherein, when the router transmits the packet to a first base 
station, the router transmits the packet to an second base 
station which is an adjacent of the first base station. 

2. The communication network system as claimed in claim 
1, further comprising: 

a queuing unit that queues the packets transmitted to the 
second router. 

3. The communication network system as claimed in claim 
2. 

wherein the first base station transmits the packet with the 
label value, 

wherein the queuing unit selects the packet from packets in 
the queuing unit, comparing each of label values of the 
packets in the queuing unit with a label value of the 
packet which the first base station transmits last, and 
transmits the selected packet to the second base station. 

4. The communication network system as claimed in claim 
1, 

wherein the router is positioned at a branch point of 
between a first route to the first base station and a second 
route to the second base station. 

5. The communication network system as claimed 1, fur 
ther comprising: 

a mobile node that links to at least one of the plurality of 
base stations 

wherein the first base station transmits the packet to the 
mobile node, 

wherein, when the mobile node starts to link to the second 
base station, the mobile node sends the label value of the 
packet which the mobile node receives last to the queu 
ing unit. 

6. The communication network system as claimed in claim 
5, 

wherein, when the mobile node can receive the packet from 
both the first and second base station, the mobile node 
discards the receiving packet based on the label value of 
the receiving packet. 

7. A mobile node that at least one of a plurality of base 
stations; 

the first unit that receives a packet with a label value which 
indicates a sequence of transmission of the packet from 
a first base station, 

the second unit that sends the label value of the packet 
which the mobile node receives form the first base sta 
tion last when the mobile node starts to link to a second 
base station which is an adjacent of the first base station. 

8. The mobile node as claimed in claim 7, further compris 
ing: 

the third unit that discards the packet based on the label 
value of the packet when the mobile node can receive the 
packet from both the first and second base station. 

9. A method of controlling a communication network sys 
tem comprising a plurality of base stations, comprising the 
step of: 
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transmitting a packet with a label value which indicates a 
sequence of transmission of the packet to a first base 
stations; and 

transmitting the packet to an second base station which is 
an adjacent of the first base station when the router 
transmits the packet to the first base station. 

10. The method as claimed in claim 9, further comprising 
the step of 

queuing the packets transmitted to the second router. 
11. The method as claimed in claim 10, further comprising 

the step of: 
Selecting the packet from the queuing packets comparing 

each of label values of queuing packets with a label value 
of the packet which the first base station transmits last; 
and 

transmitting the selected packet to the second base station. 
12. The method as claimed in claim 9 wherein the commu 

nication network system comprises a mobile node that links 
to at least one of the plurality of base stations, further com 
prising the step of 

sending, by a mobile node, the label value of the packet 
which the mobile node receives last when the mobile 
node starts to link to the second base station. 
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13. The method as claimed in claim 12, further comprising 
the step of: 

discarding, by a mobile node, the receiving packet based on 
the label value of the receiving packet when the mobile 
node can receive the packet from both the first and sec 
ond base station. 

14. A method of controlling a mobile node that links to at 
least one of a plurality of base stations, comprising the step of 

receiving a packet with a label value which indicates a 
sequence of transmission of a packet from a first base 
station, 

sending the label value of the packet which the mobile node 
receives last when the mobile node starts to link to a 
second base station which is an adjacent of the first base 
station. 

15. A method as claimed in claim 14, further comprising 
the step of: 

discarding the packet based on the label value of the packet 
when the mobile node can receive the packet from both 
the first and second base station. 
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